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Abstract

Minecraft is one of the most popular games of all time, and provides both entertainment and education to people around the globe. One of the main challenges in gaming is increasing the scalability of these games to support the large numbers of players they attract. Minecraft-like games make this challenge even more difficult by introducing the novel feature of a modifiable world. The world that players explore can be fully modified, allowing players to build anything from a recreation of Manhattan to a functioning digital computer. These modifications increase the need for communication between players, limiting scalability. We design and evaluate Meerkat, a prototype system that uses Dynamic Conits to reduce this communication and increase the scalability of Minecraft-like games.
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The gaming industry is relatively young but takes the world by storm, generating more than 20 billion dollars in revenue in 2016 in the United States alone [23]. To appreciate the scale of this industry consider that the total box office revenue\(^1\) in 2016 in the United States was less than 12 billion dollars [46]. This large revenue is only possible because of the large number of people that buy and play video games. World of Warcraft, the largest Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game, peaked at 12 million subscriptions [31], and Fantasy Westward Journey, an Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game (MMORPG) popular in China, hit more than one million daily players [47].

A clear stereotype exists about the people who play games: young males that do little else besides playing games and barely see the light of day. However, this stereotype is nothing more than that. The average gamer is actually 35 years old, and the number of female gamers age 18 and older represent a greater portion of the gamer population than males age 18 and younger [23].

MMORPGs are a type of Role Playing Game in which millions of players explore the same virtual world. In a Role Playing Game players enter an immersive virtual world using a digital representation of themselves called an avatar. The player controls this avatar and uses it to interact with diverse content, varying from logic puzzles to epic battles. In an MMORPG, players can also interact with the avatars of other players from around the world and explore the virtual world together.

There exist many other popular game genres besides (MMO)RPGs. The Role Playing Game (RPG) is one of the most popular game genres in 2016 in terms of sales. Other popular genres are First Person Shooter, Sports, and Adventure [23]. A First Person Shooter (or FPS) is a game in which players control an armed avatar with the goal to shoot enemies. In contrast to other shooters (for instance the popular arcade classic Space Invaders), First Person Shooters make the player look through the eyes of their avatar, making the game more immersive. Many popular sports games simulate real-world players, teams, and sports events. In these games players take control of an athlete or a team and try to win competitions against other players or computer controlled opponents. But not all sports games emphasize realism. For instance, Kopanito All-Stars Soccer\(^2\) is a soccer game that focuses primarily on gameplay and features a cartoony art style instead of realistic looking real-world players and teams. Adventure games are similar to RPG games but have an emphasis on storytelling and world exploration instead of an emphasis on combat and improving the abilities of the avatar. An example of a popular adventure game series is The Legend of Zelda. In The Legend of Zelda, the player controls a character called Link, and is tasked with freeing princess Zelda from Ganon, who has taken her captive. The games usually feature a list of fixed missions that need to be completed to finish the game, but exploration is encouraged by rewarding the player with collectibles, rare items, and additional missions.

While games provide amusement for millions of people, games are also used for other important purposes. Games that are designed with a purpose other than entertainment are called serious games. Serious games can be used for societal goals such as training professionals [69] and treating trauma patients [29, 45] by simulating real-world scenarios, and educating people by presenting content in an immerse form [2, 24, 51, 53, 57].

---

\(^1\)The revenue from selling tickets in movie theaters.
\(^2\)[https://kopanitosoccer.com/]
The large population of gamers enables the growth of the game industry, but also poses challenges to game developers. Players need fresh content to stay engaged with a game, and do not want to replay content they have already seen, or content that has been seen by many other people [11]. Players also want to play together with friends, share experiences and meet new people. To meet these challenges, researchers look for novel techniques to create fresh content at a massive scale [32] and increase the performance of games and game platforms to scale games to massive numbers of players [33, 42, 62]. These challenges are both active topics of research. This thesis focuses on the challenge of game scalability, specifically for Minecraft-like games.

1.1. What is Minecraft?

Minecraft is a game that can be used both for amusement and as a serious game. It can do this because of a novel feature that allows players to modify the entire virtual world. In this thesis we refer to this feature as a modifiable world. Minecraft discretizes the virtual world into fixed-length columns called chunks. These chunks are themselves discretized into blocks. To create the virtual world, the game generates landscapes and towns using these blocks. In Minecraft, players can remove, place, and replace any block in the virtual world.\(^3\) This creates a large sandbox environment in which players can be creative and create new entertaining or educational content. In this thesis we refer to games that feature a modifiable, discretized world as Minecraft-like games.

Because the world is modifiable, players are free to create their own content and share this content with others. This is not just a hypothetical: a large Minecraft modding-community has evolved online\(^4\), modifying the game even further and sharing custom-built worlds and games built within Minecraft itself. Additionally, Microsoft acquired Mojang, the developer of Minecraft, for 2.5 billion dollars in 2014 [1] and has released an education edition of Minecraft that is used in primary schools to teach a variety of subjects such as history, anatomy, digital logic, and economics using custom Minecraft worlds [2]. A remake of The Oregon Trail, one of the most successful educational games of all time, is now available as a Minecraft world. Figure 1.1 shows examples of educational material in Minecraft.

The large community and the acquisition by Microsoft is evidence of the popularity and potential of Minecraft, as both a creative and educational tool. Providing education in a digital format is important because it can mean getting higher quality material to a larger audience for a lower cost. Furthermore, Minecraft can make educational material much more engaging for students than text-books and video, because it is an interactive game. As such, Minecraft facilitates an important role in society.

Unfortunately, the large scale of the industry does not match the scalability of Minecraft. It is difficult to scale games to millions of players (which are the number of players in popular MMORPGs), and Minecraft’s modifiable world poses additional novel scalability challenges. This thesis focuses on increasing the scalability of Minecraft-like games using novel consistency techniques.

1.2. Problem statement and main research questions

Our goal is to enable massive amounts of players to explore Minecraft’s virtual environments to explore, create, and learn. In other words, we would like to transform Minecraft’s virtual environment to a Massively Multiplayer Online Game (MMOG). An MMORPG, such as World of Warcraft or Fantasy Westward Journey, is a type of MMOG with a specific type of gameplay and content. State-of-the-art commercial multi-player games use server-client architectures. Players run a game client on their local computer, while the servers are controlled by the game’s developer. Because the game developer hosts the servers, it can improve player experience by placing servers geographically close to players (reducing latency) and running cheat-detection software on the servers. MMOGs can support millions of players, but a single node can support no more than a few thousand players; the virtual environment and its workload are too large for a single node. To solve this issue, MMOGs partition the virtual world and distribute these partitions over multiple servers, distributing the workload and partially parallelizing the system. Because the clients are distributed over the servers, the number of messages sent by each individual server to clients is reduced. To allow players connected to different servers to interact with each other, the game hides the partitioning from the users by sharing some relevant data between servers. Sharing this data introduces inconsistency between players that are

---

\(^3\)Excluding the blocks that indicate the lower– and upper bound of the world.
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Figure 1.1: Screen-shots from multiple educational Minecraft worlds.

connected to different servers. This inconsistency can become visible to the players in the form of latency or out-of-order operations, which can reduce gameplay experience.

For a massivized version of a Minecraft-like game, these challenges cause more problems. By allowing players to modify the environment in addition to all the features of a regular MMOG, the same amount of players generates a heavier workload, which increases the need for partitioning and sharing data. In games, only dynamic data is communicated between players. Static content such as textures (e.g., the paint on a player’s weapon or tool) and models (e.g., a building or vehicle) is stored locally on the player’s device. Dynamic content, such as player behavior (e.g., movement, combat) and its consequences (e.g., finding an item, gaining experience points) has to be communicated between players. Minecraft features a virtual environment that is completely modifiable by players. For instance, players can decide to build a complete city, or dig a network of tunnels. This means that the complete environment is dynamic, and has to be communicated between players. We conjecture that this results in significantly more network traffic, forming a scalability bottleneck.

We formalize these problems in the form of four research questions.

RQ1 How to assess the scalability of Minecraft-like games?

It is important to quantify the scalability of the state-of-the-art before any claims of improvement can be made. However, currently no tools to measure the scalability of Minecraft exist.

RQ2 How to adapt the Conit consistency model to apply to Minecraft-like games?

The Conit consistency model is a model that allows bounded inconsistency between nodes in a distributed system. In this thesis we refer to this model as the Conit model, or simply as Conits. The Conit model is a general model that is aimed at general distributed systems and balances generality and practicality. Minecraft-like games are a very specific type of distributed system and have specific properties for which the Conit model was not designed. We conjecture that the Conit
model requires changes to be less general and more practical for its application to Minecraft-like games, but how the model should be changed is not obvious.

RQ3 How to design a system that improves the scalability of these games?
Designing a system that applies novel scalability techniques to Minecraft is challenging because no system currently exists that combines these elements.

RQ4 How to evaluate such a system experimentally?
To understand the proposed system, its performance must be quantified. However, no standardized tools exist to measure the scalability of computer systems.

1.3. Research-oriented approach
This thesis takes a four-step approach to answer the main research questions. This section describes the approach taken in this thesis to answer the research questions.

First, it is important to assess the current status of Minecraft’s scalability to see where and how scalability improvements can be made. To this end we design and implement Yardstick, a distributed Minecraft benchmarking tool to assess the scalability and determine system bottlenecks. This is done in collaboration with Jerom van der Sar, who is a Minecraft expert and Bachelor Honors student. Yardstick is an ongoing research project and is currently used to perform a more in-depth study of Minecraft scalability.

Second, we propose the Dynamic Conit model: a consistency model based on the Conit consistency model, with additional mechanisms that makes it practical for Minecraft-like games. To show the flexibility of the Dynamic Conit model, we propose two applications of Dynamic Conits to Minecraft-like games.

Third, we design and implement Meerkat, a prototype distributed system that implements the Dynamic Conit model. The Dynamic Conit model specifies a number of mechanisms, but leaves selecting the right algorithms and system design up to the programmer. As such, Meerkat is one possible implementation of the Dynamic Conit model.

Fourth, we evaluate our approach by performing real-world experiments on Meerkat using a combination of synthetic and trace-based workloads. The experiments focus on the increase in scalability when allowing bounded inconsistency between nodes, and evaluating the effects of changing consistency bounds at runtime. We perform our experiments on the DAS-5, a distributed super computer for computer science research designed by the Advanced School for Computing and Imaging [10].

1.4. Main contributions
The main contributions of this thesis follow the main research questions presented above:

1. Evaluation of the scalability of Minecraft-like games using Yardstick, the first distributed large-scale benchmark of Minecraft-like games. (RQ1)

2. Design of a new consistency model called Dynamic Conits, which is based on the Conit consistency model and can be applied to Minecraft-like games. This is the first attempt modify the Conit consistency model such that it applies to games. (RQ2)

3. Design of a Meerkat, a prototype system that implements the Dynamic Conit model. This is the first system that implements Dynamic Conits, a consistency model that is designed to improve the scalability of Minecraft-like games. (RQ3)

4. Evaluation of Meerkat using real-world experiments and trace-based workloads. This is the first evaluation of scalability techniques for Minecraft-like games using the Conit or Dynamic Conit model. (RQ4)

We are currently writing an article based on the main findings of this thesis. This article will be submitted in Q1 of 2018. This thesis is part of the Opencraft research project5, which is an ongoing research project from the @large research team, aimed at massivizing Minecraft-like games. Yardstick and Meerkat, systems introduced later in this thesis, are developed as part of this project.

5https://atlarge-research.com/opencraft
1.5. Structure of this thesis

This chapter introduces Minecraft, the challenges this thesis addresses, the formal research questions derived from these challenges, and the approach taken to answer these research questions. The next chapter gives background information on existing research in both game scalability and consistency. The main content chapters are Chapter 3 through 6. Chapter 3 discusses the Dynamic Conit model and how it can be applied to games. Chapter 4 discusses the design of Meerkat, a system that implements the Dynamic Conit model. Chapter 5 discusses the experimental setup and the design of Yardstick, the benchmarking application for Minecraft-like games. Chapter 6 discusses the results for both the experimental evaluation of Minecraft scalability as well as the experimental evaluation of Meerkat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If you are interested in…</th>
<th>you should read Chapter…</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| all content              | 1
| using consistency models to increase scalability in distributed systems | 2.1 ≥2.2 |
| scalability of Minecraft-like games | 3 4 5 5.1 5.2 6.1 6.2 7 |

Table 1.1: A reader guide for readers with a specific interest.
Minecraft is one of the most popular games of all time and offers the unique feature of a modifiable world. This promotes creativity among players and makes Minecraft suitable for not only recreational but also educational purposes [7, 24, 43, 51, 57]. However, Minecraft was not built to scale with its popularity, limiting its usability such that the majority of servers only hosts tens of players simultaneously.

This thesis uses bounded inconsistency between nodes as a novel scalability technique for Minecraft-like games. To this end, this chapter discusses existing research on both Minecraft and consistency models in the following two sections. The third section of this chapter discusses the Conit consistency model, the model used and extended in this thesis. The last section discusses consistency models that are similar to the Conit model and discusses their positive and negative properties when applying the model to a Minecraft-like game.

2.1. Minecraft-related research

While Minecraft is one of the most popular games of all time, not much research exists on the scalability of the system and the behavior of its players. This section summarizes Minecraft-related research on these topics.

Alstad et al. analyze the performance of the Minecraft server using custom built player emulation using ProtocolLib\(^1\), a library for the Minecraft network protocol [6]. The experiments confirm that Minecraft does not scale well with the number of players. However, the experiments do not represent a real-world scenario since a completely flat map is used, entities and weather effects are turned off, and the behavior of the bots is not based on any movement model.

HeapCraft is a project aimed at analyzing the behavior of players in Minecraft and improving collaboration [49]. Part of the HeapCraft project is a collection of plug-ins that collect data on player behavior and asks players which activity they are involved in, which is used to build a classifier to automatically detect player activities [48]. Because Minecraft features a modifiable world, player behavior in Minecraft likely differs from player behavior in regular games. Insight into player behavior in Minecraft is necessary to create movement models that can be used for realistic performance testing of Minecraft server implementations.

Kiwano is a distributed system for scaling virtual worlds [20]. Kiwano improves scalability by reducing network traffic using spatial partitioning. With spatial partitioning, geographically contiguous areas of the virtual world are partitioned into zones. Servers are then allocated to simulate each of these zones individually. Static spatial partitioning of the virtual world into zones is used in state-of-the-art commercial MMORPGs. Partitioning based on other properties, such as social connections between players, is an active research topic [67]. Kiwano partitions the virtual world into zones dynamically, based on the current location of players. This balances the number of players in each zone, balancing the total workload. This makes allocating resources easier, because the workload caused by the players in each zone is roughly equal. With Kiwano, instead of a server distributing updates to all its clients, players run a server locally. This server then forwards the updates from its only client to Kiwano. Kiwano decides which other clients should receive the updates based on the position of their

\(^1\)https://github.com/aadnk/ProtocolLib
avatars in the virtual world; players only receive updates from other players that are geographically close. This approach has three drawbacks. First, Kiwano makes a binary decision about forwarding client updates to other clients. Network traffic could be reduced further by decreasing the frequency of updates received for clients that are in vision of, but not of interest to, the player. Second, Kiwano only works for updates related to moving entities, and does not support other events, such as the placement or removal of blocks in a virtual world. It is likely that such updates occur frequently in Minecraft, because a modifiable world is its distinguishing feature. Third, dynamically partitioning zones based on player locations can reduce the gameplay experience in areas that are densely populated, such as the main city areas in World of Warcraft. Because the avatar density of these areas is high, the dynamic partitioning makes the zones small to balance the workload. This can lead to unrealistically small view ranges for players, because they do not receive updates from players in non-neighboring zones.

Manycraft [21] is an architecture to scale Minecraft through the use of Kiwano. In Manycraft, clients locally run a Manycraft node, which contains a Minecraft server and a proxy to communicate with the underlying Kiwano network. Kiwano communicates updates from the client to other Manycraft nodes, making updates visible for other players. A drawback of this approach is that, because Kiwano only supports communicating entity locations, Manycraft does not support modifiable Minecraft environments. Additionally, the scalability improvements of Manycraft are only evaluated using coarse-grained system-level metrics such as memory usage. Although these metrics are related to scalability, experiments using application-level metrics are needed to evaluate the scalability as perceived by the players.

Koekepan [22] aims to provide a research platform for novel scalability techniques for virtual worlds. It is built on top of Minecraft using the default Minecraft client and a modified version of the Minecraft server. Koekepan allows Minecraft to use a cluster of servers by providing a proxy between the Minecraft client and the servers. Because the Minecraft client only communicates with the proxy, it is unaware of the distributed server setup, and the default Minecraft client can be used to connect to the system. Koekepan is designed to use dynamic spatial partitioning to balance the load over the server cluster. Koekepan is implemented as a proof-of-concept, and does not present any experimental results. It is unclear how much Koekepan's architecture has increased scalability compared to the vanilla implementation of Minecraft.

Spatial partitioning, used in Kiwano, Manycraft, and Koekepan, aims to improve scalability by reducing the number of messages sent from the servers to the clients. This allows each server to spend more time simulating the virtual world and player actions. This thesis takes a similar approach, but takes a more formal route by using bounded inconsistency offered by the Conit model to reduce network traffic. To understand how the Conit model works, it is important to understand the concept of consistency in distributed systems. The next section gives a brief introduction to this topic.

2.2. A brief introduction to consistency

Consistency is a large field which has been researched for many years. Where early research focused on shared-memory architectures and multi-core processors, today's consistency research focuses on distributed systems that span the entire globe. This section aims to give some context to the material presented in this thesis by discussing some of the most well-known consistency models in the field of distributed systems.

To understand why there are so many existing consistency models, it is worth to briefly discuss the CAP theorem [26]. The CAP theorem describes an inherent trade-off in distributed systems between Consistency and Availability caused by the possibility of network Partitions. In a distributed system, multiple nodes work together towards a common goal. To do this, data often needs to be shared between these nodes. The World Wide Web is an example of a distributed network. In this example, the data shared between the nodes are web pages. Consistency is defined as the degree of agreement between the nodes on the value of the shared data. For instance, if a web browser caches a web page from a server, the data is consistent across these machines. However, when the server updates the web page, inconsistency is introduced in the system: the server and the web browser have different versions of the same data. Availability is defined as the ability of users or clients to communicate with the distributed system and use its features. The World Wide Web is an example of a highly available system: a system designed to be always available to users, even if accepting user input means that inconsistencies are introduced in the system. An alternative type of system, such as ACID databases,
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Guarantee strict consistency to users: these systems are always consistent, even if this means temporarily preventing users from making changes to the data. In the event of a network partition, which means that a subset of the nodes in the distributed system cannot connect to the remaining nodes in the system, the CAP theorem states that all distributed systems have to choose between maintaining availability to users (allowing inconsistency to be introduced in the system), or to remain consistent (refusing users to make changes to the data). In this thesis, refusing users from making changes to the system is referred to as either limiting availability or blocking. Research on consistency in distributed systems has resulted in many different consistency models, which can be used to define, quantify and/or guarantee consistency in a distributed system. This section proceeds by describing a number of well-known consistency models.

Early consistency models focused on multiprocessor and shared-memory systems, and aimed to be strict but computationally efficient [39]. An advantage of these models is that they can give strong guarantees about the consistency of the system. The rise of the World Wide Web, distributed computing, and later cloud computing, changed this trend to consistency models that are less strict, but tolerate node failures and message loss, and provide high availability and low latency to users. An advantage of these models is that they hide the performance penalty incurred when synchronizing data across large distributed systems. The most extreme version of relaxed consistency is eventual consistency, which gives no consistency guarantees except that if no more accesses are issued, the system will eventually converge to a consistent state. One of the most well-known distributed algorithms that guarantees eventual consistency in a distributed system and tolerates node failures and message loss is Paxos [37]. Although these are desirable properties in a distributed database, implementing Paxos in practice and integrating it in a distributed system is non-trivial [16]. Over the last two decades, in a move back to stricter consistency models, researchers have suggested multiple consistency models that still provide high availability and low latency, but also give some (probabilistic) consistency guarantees. Although some work had already been done on the topic of staying available in the case of network partitions [19, 25, 34, 63], these models were mostly built on top of existing consistency models that did not formulate their consistency guarantees from the perspective of the user. This section briefly describes a number of well-known consistency models from the distributed systems field, ordered from the strictest to the weakest model (unless readability is impaired, in which case the reversed order is explicitly indicated). This provides the reader with a context to understand the features of the Conit consistency model, which is discussed in the next section.

Linearizability is one of the strictest models that can be used in practice. Linearizability guarantees that the result of a set of accesses on a particular data item is equivalent to a sequential ordering of these accesses that satisfies two additional conditions [30]:

1. Accesses from one node appear in the same order as they where issued.
2. For any access $a$ that is completed before an access $b$ is started according to wall-clock time, $a$ is ordered before $b$.

This matches with an intuitive meaning of a consistent system: any access to a data item is aware of all earlier accesses to that data item that are completed, no matter where these access occur in the system. This model does not offer high availability: a write must be communicated across the entire system before new accesses can be started.

Sequential consistency is similar to linearizability, but it does not require the ordering of the accesses to match the wall-clock time order, dropping the second ordering requirement from linearizability [36]. Dropping this requirement makes sequential consistency less strict, but it can also yield results that may be confusing for users. For instance, if data item $x$ has an original value of 5, $w(x, y)$ writes value $y$ to data item $x$, and $r(x) → y$ reads data item $x$, which yields result $y$. Let $A$ and $B$ be nodes in a distributed system. Then the following execution is sequentially consistent:

\[
\begin{align*}
A, w(x, 7) \\
A, r(x) → 7 \\
B, r(x) → 5
\end{align*}
\]

Furthermore, enforcing sequential consistency in distributed systems is costly and cannot be used in highly-available systems.
Causal consistency is a more relaxed consistency model that can be supported in highly available distributed applications [3]. Instead of a total order, only a partial order is guaranteed under causal consistency. The ordering used in causal consistency is an acyclic directed graph called the happened-before graph. For every two accesses \(a\) and \(b\) in this order where there is a path from \(a\) to \(b\), one of the following rules must hold:

1. \(a\) is placed before \(b\) in the original program order (and come from the same node).
2. \(a\) reads a value that is written by \(b\).
3. There is an access \(c\) in between \(a\) and \(b\) such that \(a\) causally precedes \(c\), and \(c\) causally precedes \(b\).

If there is no causal relation between two accesses, the causal consistency model sees these accesses as concurrent. No ordering is specified for concurrent accesses. Furthermore, if nodes do not (indirectly) communicate with each other, their accesses are concurrent to each other. Because no ordering is created for concurrent accesses, nodes that do not do not communicate with each other are allowed to diverge from each other, becoming increasingly inconsistent. The causal consistency model does not include mechanisms to prevent nodes from diverging because they do not communicate.

Real-time causal consistency (RTC) is a modification of causal consistency that adds an additional requirement to the ordering of accesses. It is therefore a stricter model than causal consistency. In RTC, an access \(a\) that happens after an access \(b\) in real time may not be ordered before \(b\) in the happens-before graph [44]. However, \(a\) and \(b\) can be ordered as concurrent accesses. In case \(a\) and \(b\) are both writes to the same data item, it is up to the application to resolve the conflict. Many systems that implement causal consistency actually implement RTC, because ordering \(a\) before \(b\) only happens in artificial circumstances (such as lowest-id writer wins). RTC is stricter than causal consistency, but not as strict as sequential consistency. However, RTC can still be guaranteed in highly available systems, in contrast to sequential consistency which cannot.

COPS is a distributed database that formally defines and uses the causal+ consistency model. This consistency model is also an adaptation of causal consistency. In causal+ consistency, concurrent operations are resolved to prevent conflicts and diverging nodes [41]. causal+ consistency is a stricter model than causal consistency, but not as strict as RTC because it lacks the real-time requirement.

Eventual consistency is a catch-all term for consistency models that do not give any consistency guarantees but one: if no more accesses are issued, the system eventually converges to be fully consistent. Reducing the consistency guarantees also reduces the complexity of the design and implementation of large-scale distributed systems, which is one of the reasons why these systems have gained popularity. Eventually consistent systems are highly available, and can be consistent most of the time [9], but no guarantees can be given.

This section only gives a brief overview of some of the most well-known consistency models to create a context for the remainder of this thesis. For a more in-depth exploration of consistency models, the reader may consult one of the many surveys on consistency models and mechanisms [12, 27, 68].

2.3. The Conit consistency model

This section discusses the Conit consistency model [70]. This thesis uses the Dynamic Conit consistency model, an adapted version of the Conit model, to improve the scalability of Minecraft-like games. To understand the Dynamic Conit model, and how it is different from the original Conit model, it is important to first look into the Conit model.

This section is divided into three parts. First, it discusses five important features of the Conit model and motivates why these features are desirable in the context of Minecraft-like games. Second, it introduces the notion of a Conit and its consistency dimensions. The Conit consistency model uses these Conits to achieve the five important features. Finally, it discusses a number of limitations of the Conit model that limit its applicability to Minecraft-like games.

2.3.1. Important features

The Conit consistency model has five important features that differ from the models discussed in the previous section:

F1 The Conit model supports a spectrum of consistency bounds.
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F2 The Conit model supports indicating the importance of individual updates.
F3 The Conit model supports defining real-time bounds on writes.
F4 The Conit model supports arbitrary consistency bounds on arbitrary data.
F5 The Conit model supports defining consistency bounds per node.

This section discusses the Conit consistency model using the five features listed above.

There exists a trade-off between consistency and synchronization. In general, if a stricter consistency model is enforced on a system, the nodes in that system require more synchronization. Synchronization between nodes takes time. Because this time could also be spent accepting new accesses from clients, the trade-off between consistency and synchronization can also be formulated as a trade-off between consistency and performance, where performance is defined as system throughput. For MMOGs throughput is an important metric: it is proportional to the number of entities that can be updated in a single tick. A consistency model that offers a spectrum of consistency settings could offer high throughput when needed while keeping consistency as high as possible.

Assigning importance to individual writes is useful because it can be used in combination with a player’s area of interest [40]. For a single player, some updates may be more important than others. A trapdoor opening a hundred meters away is much less interesting (and allows lower consistency) than a trapdoor opening directly under the player’s feet!

A notion of time in the consistency model is important because games are real-time systems. The time of an event is often just as important as the event itself. For instance, if a player triggers a trap or shoots an arrow, not only is it important that the trigger (pressing a button, releasing the arrow) is visible before the event (a trapdoor opens, the arrow flies off), it is also important that the event is visible soon after trigger.

The Conit consistency model can be implemented as part of a distributed system, located between the data and the network. The Conit model does not know the semantics of the data that is exchanged [70]. This allows flexibility in its application to Minecraft-like games: Conits can be defined for the area in which the player is currently located, for other players with whom the player interacts, for items in which the player is interested, etc.

The ability to set consistency bounds per node allows the system to tune consistency and throughput where needed. For instance, if a player opens an in-game menu which covers most of the screen, that player may tolerate much lower consistency than a player that is building a structure together with (and in close proximity of) friends.

2.3.2. Conits and consistency dimensions

In the Conit consistency model, consistency bounds are specified individually by each node by creating a so-called Conit. A Conit is a data structure that consist of a list of nodes that share the Conit, and three numerical values: an allowed inconsistency boundary for three distinct consistency dimensions. These dimensions are:

1. Staleness, which controls the staleness of data.
2. Numerical error, which controls the amount of unseen change.
3. Order error, which controls ordering guarantees.

These bounds can take any integer value in the domain $[0, \infty)$. The Conit consistency model allows a system to define an arbitrary number of such Conits.

Using Conits, systems are able to quantify and bound inconsistency between nodes. The Conit model allows consistency to vary between the extremes of linearizability and eventual consistency. Every access (read or write) indicates if it affects or depends on one or multiple Conits. Inconsistency is quantified over updates; every write changes a value by a certain amount. For this reason, writes are also called updates in the remainder of this thesis. The Conit consistency model guarantees that the inconsistency of the data shown to the user never exceeds the configured value. If Conit consistency bounds are exceeded (determined by the updates that affect the Conit), synchronization between nodes is required before the access can be completed. Synchronization is a blocking mechanism that guarantees the system consistency stays within bounds from the perspective of the user. Updates are
never discarded, but are communicated between nodes during synchronization. The system is fully consistent when all nodes have seen all updates.

This section proceeds by explaining each of the three consistency dimensions, and how they are used to bound the inconsistency. These sections make use of an example Conit called "structure 1". This name refers to a player-built structure in a modifiable world. We assume that the game is able to detect such a structure, and ensures both reads and writes that affect the structure are indicated as such. In the example, this Conit is shared between two nodes, $A$ and $B$. The values of the consistency bounds that are used by the Conit depend on the consistency dimension that is discussed.

Staleness

The amount of latency between a game server and its client has a significant effect on the gameplay experience of the player [8, 17, 54–56, 59, 64]. First Person Shooter (FPS) games are most sensitive to latency. For these types of games, the gameplay experience of players decreases when the latency reaches values in the hundreds of milliseconds [8, 54]. For Minecraft-like games, which focus on player-to-player and player-to-environment interaction in a large open world, a latency in the order of hundreds of milliseconds is the acceptable limit for the games to be playable [17, 56, 64], but some players might still be able to detect latencies as small as 26-40ms [55]. In general, high latency can cause player experience to decrease. Because of this it is not only important for the latency to be bounded, it is also important that the latency remains within a range that is tolerable for the players.

Games are typically tick-based, updating the game state at a fixed frequency. The tick frequency affects latency: if a server operates at a tick frequency of 20Hz, a new tick is started every $\frac{1}{20} = 0.05$ seconds, or 50ms. This means that without taking into account network latency, updates from the server can take 50ms to reach a client. Assuming stable network conditions, games use the tick frequency to effectively bound the latency on updates. For instance, Minecraft-like game servers send updates such as entity locations to all connected clients every tick.

The Conit model bounds latency using a consistency dimension called staleness. Staleness is the amount of time an update may go unseen by one of the nodes in the Conit. The Conit model lets the implementation up to the programmer, but TACT, a prototype system that implements the Conit model [70], uses a pull-based approach combined with limiting availability to guarantee the staleness bound. As discussed in Section 2.2, limiting availability means that the system blocks: the system is unavailable to users while synchronization is in progress. Using this approach, a node frequently checks the last time it has pulled updates from other nodes. If the elapsed time since the pull of updates exceeds the staleness bound, the node blocks and pulls updates from the other nodes before it becomes available again. Although the pull-based approach provides a strong guarantee, it has the downside that it can be inefficient: other nodes can be contacted at times that no updates are available.

As an example we use a scenario where two clients participate in a Minecraft-like game and share a Conit called “structure 1”. To make the real-time aspect more explicit, the number of milliseconds is displayed on the left-hand side. Node $B$ specified a staleness bound of 60ms. Node $A$ places a block every 20ms. After 60ms, node $B$ has not received writes from its neighbors for 60ms, which is equal to its staleness bound. This means node $B$ must now pull the writes from its neighbor, node $A$. This is indicated by the black arrow from $A$ to $B$. 

Figure 2.1: An example of a node $B$ bounding staleness to 60ms by sharing a Conit called “structure 1” with a node $A$. All writes shown in the figure affect this Conit.
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**Numerical error**

When pulling updates at a fixed frequency, no guarantee is given about the importance of the received updates. Some updates might not be noticeable to players or are simply irrelevant. Two examples of such updates in a Minecraft-like game are modifications that are made to the virtual world that are far from the player’s avatar, and minuscule movements of other avatars in the game. The Conit consistency model uses a numerical error dimension that can be used to communicate updates when they are relevant.

The numerical error of a node is defined by first assigning a global weight to each write, and then calculating the sum of the weights of locally unseen writes. Nodes first share their numerical error bounds with other nodes. Then each node propagates writes to other nodes to prevent them from exceeding their numerical error bound. The decision to propagate writes is taken conservatively based on local information. Two observations are important here.

1. Because the error is defined between a node and a global state, there may at an arbitrary point in time be no nodes that have a numerical error of 0. That is: none of the nodes have seen all writes.

2. The numerical error is defined as the sum of the weights of the writes. This means that clients may still perceive different information when consulting different nodes when the numerical error is 0, because of differences in write order between the nodes.

An example of the effect of setting a numerical error bound can be seen in Figure 2.2. In this figure, we see two nodes that are participating in a Minecraft-like game. The accesses shown in the example affect a Conit called “structure 1”, which the nodes use to define special consistency rules for a particular building in the game. The nodes are both clients, and client A is placing blocks. Client B has specified a numerical error bound of 4, which means that the total weight of unseen writes may not exceed 4. Client A first places two regular blocks, which have a global weight of +1. This brings the total weight to 2, so no communication between the nodes is required (but is allowed). However, client A places a door, a more significant type of block, which has a weight of +3. This brings the total weight of writes not seen by B to 5, which is more than the numerical bound set by B. Therefore, before A can accept new accesses, its writes need to be communicated to B.

**Order error**

Even when all updates are synchronized between all nodes, different nodes can still have a different view of the resulting data. The reason for this inconsistency is that synchronizing updates between nodes does not specify in which order to apply the updates. Current Minecraft-like games are all designed as single-server systems, in which the server determines the order of all updates. However, all MMOG games use multiple servers to enable scaling to large numbers of players. These servers exchange updates and need to agree on the order of these updates to give players a consistent view of the data. Creating a fixed order of updates can be time consuming, and might not be necessary after every update. The order error dimension of Conits allows nodes to specify the number of updates that can be accepted without agreeing on their order with other nodes. This reduces the number of times such an order needs to be established. More formally, the order error is defined as the number of writes on a node that may still be reordered. In this thesis, we refer to such writes as uncommitted.
writes. The algorithm used to commit writes may be chosen freely by the system that implements the Conit model.

An example of the effect of setting an order bound is shown in Figure 2.3. Two clients play a Minecraft-like game and issue accesses over time that affect a particular Conit called “structure 1”. In this example, only regular blocks are placed. Detecting conflicting writes is up to the application and is therefore not discussed here. To make this explicit, the blocks in this example are each placed on a unique location. In this example, both nodes specify an order bound. Node $A$ specifies an order bound of 5, while node $B$ specifies an order bound of 0. First node $A$ issues a write, which raises its error bound to 1 and is accepted. Next, both node $A$ and node $B$ issue writes. At this time, node $A$’s order error is raised to 2 and node $B$’s order error is raised to 1. Because node $B$ specified an order error bound of 0, its messages must be committed immediately. Committing messages involves creating a total order for the messages that are committed, which requires communication. Which commit algorithm is used is not important, only that after the commit phase there is no node in the system that exceeds its order error bound.

2.4. Similar consistency models

This section discusses a number of consistency models that are similar to the Conit consistency model. This section differentiates between two types of models. The first type of model originates from consistency model research. Usually these models are designed to be applicable to a specific type of system and are accompanied by a prototype implementation that is used to evaluate the model. The second type of model originates from game- or distributed-systems research. These models are usually embedded in a real-world system. This allows a more in-depth experimental evaluation, but can restrict the generality of the consistency model. These consistency models have a number of features that are desirable for the domain of Minecraft-like games. The important features from the Conit model discussed in Section 2.3 and the features from the related consistency models discussed here are summarized in Table 2.1.

2.4.1. Consistency model research

The Timed consistency model specifies a variable $\Delta$ that indicates the maximum amount of time a write may go unseen by other nodes [65, 66]. $\Delta$ takes a numerical value and is analogous to the staleness dimension that are part of Conits: it creates a consistency spectrum which bounds the real-time delay between an update being accepted and it being visible on all nodes. A difference with the Conit model is that Timed consistency does not support assigning an importance or weight to individual writes. Additionally, $\Delta$ is a global parameter, which means that all data that is synchronized between nodes adheres to the same consistency bound. In the Conit model, individual bounds can be assigned to each Conit for each node.

Beehive introduces Delta consistency. Similar to the Conit staleness bound and Timed consistency, Delta consistency guarantees that a read returns the last value that was written at most $\delta$ time units before that operation [61]. Similar to Timed consistency, Delta consistency also has $\delta$ as a global parameter of the application. The value $\delta$ can be specified as a time unit relative to a node’s wall clock or a form of logical clock called virtual time. Using the wall clock makes delta consistency applicable for real-time systems such as games. Similar to TACT, Beehive limits availability (by blocking) if consistency bounds are exceeded, thereby guaranteeing the consistency bound.

The consistency model suggested by Krishnamurthy et al. [35] describes a model similar to Conits.
It defines both staleness and order error as dimensions to measure inconsistency. However, it does not support bounding inconsistency on numerical error, which means that it does not support assigning importance to individual updates. The model specifies order error as a global service-level parameter, and staleness as a parameter set by the client. The Conit model does not use the notion of a client, instead it considers all nodes as being equal and sharing the same data. The model also defines the staleness of data using a logical clock that progresses with the number of updates. Staleness is then the number of updates that have been submitted but not seen by the contacted node. This behavior can be modeled using the numerical error bound of Conits if each write is set to have a weight of 1. It does not correspond to the Conit definition of staleness, which uses wall-clock time and is defined as the amount of time a data item can be accessed on a node before that node needs to pull updates from the other nodes in the system. The model lets clients specify a staleness bound and a probability with which this bound should be met for each access. In the Conit model, consistency is enforced by blocking if bounds are exceeded, whereas the probabilistic guarantees of this model allow it to be always available. Allowing bounds to be set per access the model supports dynamically changing consistency bounds at runtime. This is an important feature because the workloads on games are also dynamic, which means that the amount of inconsistency that is tolerable for the players can also be dynamic. Another important feature from this model is that client-server communication is used, which maps directly to Minecraft-like games. In contrast, the Conit model uses all-to-all communication between nodes, a setup that is feasible for a small network of nodes, but not for globally distributed systems such as MMOGs.

2.4.2. Games and distributed systems research

Vector-Field consistency [58] uses a consistency model based on the Conit consistency model. It guarantees arbitrary levels of consistency measured across time, order, and value differences. Their algorithms are simple because their system uses a lock-step approach. This is feasible since their use-case is an ad-hoc network with a single node in control of all traffic. The consistency model introduces a notion of consistency zones, areas around a pivot such as a player that determine the guaranteed levels of consistency of data in the consistency zones around the pivot. The consistency bound can be defined for each consistency zone using a consistency degree. These areas define monotonically decreasing levels of strictness in consistency. Consistency zones, consistency degrees, and pivots can be defined for any set of game objects. This model creates flexibility in assigning different consistency degrees to different game objects, but these differences are defined based on spatial properties (the zones around the pivot). The Conit consistency model offers greater flexibility by allowing any update to affect any Conit, allowing arbitrary consistency bounds to be assigned to arbitrary sets of data. Similar to the consistency model proposed by Krishnamurthy et al., the Vector-Field consistency model uses client-server communication, which directly maps to Minecraft-like games. This is an important feature that is missing in the Conit consistency model.

There has been extensive research published on the topic of scaling virtual environments. Donnybrook [15] has been proposed by Bharambe et al. as an architecture for large-scale high-speed peer-to-peer games. Donnybrook utilizes area-of-interest (AoE) management, defining an interest set for each player. Players receive frequent updates for other players that are in their interest set, but infrequent updates for players that are not. This binary choice means that Donnybrook does not offer a consistency spectrum. It also does not allow indicating the importance of individual writes: writes are either important to a player, or they are not. Reducing the number of updates for some entities in the virtual world corresponds to the approach of this thesis. However, using Dynamic Conits allows fine-grained control over the consistency between players because Conit bounds can be set to arbitrary values. Donnybrook does not give strong consistency guarantees, but dynamically configures for each player which updates are important and which are not.

Colyseus is an architecture for large-scale online games that uses relaxed consistency to improve system performance [14]. In the Colyseus architecture, game objects are assigned a primary node that is in charge of ordering the updates that are applied to that object. If an object is updated at a different node, these updates are applied tentatively, and may be reordered later by the primary node. Colyseus relates the types of inconsistency that can occur to the Conit consistency model, but it does not enforce consistency guarantees among the nodes. Instead, an optimistic approach

---

2 The value difference corresponds to the numerical error bound used by the Conit model.
is used that propagates updates to nodes after each tick. Colyseus implements almost none of the important features from Table 2.1. However, Colyseus is the only system that applies weak consistency to increase the scalability of games running on multiple servers. Both the Opencraft project and this thesis want to use bounded consistency for the same goal.

PNUTS is a distributed database developed at Yahoo! that uses per-record timeline consistency [18]. For each record, or data item, writes are ordered using sequence numbers. These sequence numbers are available to clients, allowing the clients to specify their required level of consistency through specific API calls. For example, if clients require high availability the read-any call can be used which may return a stale value of the data item. If clients require the most recent data and can afford waiting, the read-latest call can be used. PNUTS also supports a read-critical(version) call which returns a version of the data item equal or greater than the one specified in the call, which allows dynamically bounded inconsistency based on data item versions. This API effectively creates a consistency spectrum for reads issued by clients. Because this spectrum is defined for versions of the data, it does not consider the real-time delay on the visibility of updates. Because the required consistency is defined per read, arbitrary bounds can be set for arbitrary data which can be different for each client.
### Table 2.1: Comparison of the Conit consistency model with similar models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model features</th>
<th>Conits</th>
<th>Timed/Delta</th>
<th>Krishnamurthy et al.</th>
<th>Vector-Field</th>
<th>Donnybrook</th>
<th>Colyseus</th>
<th>PNUTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consistency is</td>
<td>guaranteed</td>
<td>guaranteed</td>
<td>probabilistic</td>
<td>optimistic</td>
<td>optimistic</td>
<td>optimistic</td>
<td>guaranteed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency spectrum (F1)</td>
<td>LIN-EC</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write importance (F2)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time bound (F3)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arbitrary bounds on arbitrary data (F4)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency granularity (F5)</td>
<td>per node</td>
<td>global</td>
<td>per read</td>
<td>per client</td>
<td>per client</td>
<td>global</td>
<td>per read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-blocking bounding mechanisms</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic reconfiguration</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>all-to-all</td>
<td>all-to-all</td>
<td>client-server</td>
<td>client-server</td>
<td>client-server</td>
<td>server-server</td>
<td>client-server</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Dynamic Conit model for Minecraft-like games

The previous chapter discusses the Conit consistency model and five of its important features that can improve the scalability of Minecraft-like games. This chapter discusses the Dynamic Conit consistency model. The Dynamic Conit model is an extension of the Conit model with additional features that make the model applicable to Minecraft-like games. This chapter is divided into four sections. First, nine requirements are formulated based on the features of the Conit model and the other consistency models discussed in Chapter 2. Second, the additional features from the Dynamic Conit model, and how these features satisfy the requirements, are discussed. Third, two possible applications of the Dynamic Conit model to Minecraft-like games are presented. Last, a performance model is introduced that quantifies the performance improvement for Minecraft-like games when using the Dynamic Conit model.

3.1. Dynamic Conit model requirements

Based on the discussion of Minecraft-related research and the comparison of the Conit consistency model with other consistency models, this section formulates nine requirements for a consistency model to be applicable to Minecraft-like games. These requirements are listed in Table 3.1. The table indicates for each requirement which model or system satisfies the requirement. This section identifies four drawbacks from the Conit consistency model that make its application difficult in today’s large scale distributed systems. These drawbacks are translated into the bottom four requirements shown in Table 3.1.

First, the Conit model is configured to use a fixed consistency bound at runtime, but in a distributed system that deals with varying workloads, this means that the system is occasionally too consistent, or not consistent enough. If the system is too consistent, resources are spent synchronizing updates between nodes unnecessarily. If the system is not consistent enough, the players might encounter unexpected inconsistencies in the game. Changing the consistency bounds for existing Conits allows keeping data only as consistent as it needs to be, further reducing the communication required between nodes.

Second, the Conit model provides consistency guarantees by picking consistency over availability, blocking on user accesses when consistency cannot be guaranteed. While this might work well in some cases, this is not desirable behavior for a real-time system such as a game. If the system blocks when consistency bounds are not met, the game can become unresponsive to the input of the player, decreasing the gameplay experience.

Third, the Conit model does not include any bootstrapping mechanisms for changing the nodes or Conits in the system at runtime. The number of players in an MMOG is a main component of the system workload. However, the number of players experiences large variations, both on short (day/night cycle) and long (game popularity) time scales. This variability means that MMOGs experience a dynamic workload [50]. To scale with the workload, new server nodes may be started, and work may need to
be redistributed over these servers. The consistency model should support this by explicitly allowing nodes to join and leave the system, and let these nodes create new Conits.

Fourth, the Conit model requires all-to-all communication between nodes. While this may be possible in some setups (for instance within a rack in a data-center), this is prohibitive in globally distributed systems without accepting latencies in the order of seconds. Moreover, when partitioning the virtual world to balance the load over multiple servers, not all servers are interested in the same data. Players should only receive updates for data that is relevant to them, and servers should only exchange updates with other servers that are relevant to their players. To prevent nodes communicating data that is not relevant to them, the consistency model should work without all-to-all communication.

### 3.2. Conit model extensions

This section discusses five extensions to the original Conit model. The first four extensions are to fulfill the requirements specified in the previous section. How these features are implemented is later discussed in Chapter 4. The fifth extension does not satisfy a particular requirement specified in this thesis. Instead, the extension shows the expressiveness of the Conit consistency model by incorporating dead reckoning, a technique used in state-of-the-art games to hide network jitter, into the model. As a result, the inconsistency introduced by dead reckoning is quantified and bounded.

#### 3.2.1. Dynamically changing Conit bounds (Requirement 6)

Which data is important for a player depends on that player’s interest set. Because a player’s interest set changes frequently, specific content can change from being very important on day $x$ to being neglected on day $x+1$. Because of these changing interest sets, the level of consistency of specific data also changes. If a particular entity is in the interest set of many players, its location should not allow much inconsistency. As the interest in this entity declines over time, however, its location can allow increased inconsistency without negatively affecting the gameplay experience of players.

The error bounds on a Conit determine when writes are synchronized between nodes. Because the bounds are expressed as numerical values, they create a consistency spectrum. A bound of 0 guarantees strict consistency between nodes. A bound of $\infty$ guarantees eventual consistency between nodes (that is: no guarantees are given). In games, timing is important. This is no different for Minecraft-like games. Generally speaking, this means that higher consistency is better. However, higher consistency also means a higher exchange of messages between nodes to stay synchronized. Considering the dynamic workload of Minecraft-like games, committing a large amount of resources to stay consistent may not always be desirable or feasible. Increasing the consistency bound reduces the number of messages that need to be sent between nodes to synchronize. The throughput saved by reducing these messages may be used to support additional players.

In the Dynamic Conit model, nodes are allowed to change their consistency bounds used for any Dynamic Conit in which they participate. Both staleness and order error are enforced using only local information. This means a node can change both these bounds without any communication to the other nodes. Changing the numerical bound of a Conit involves the node informing its neighbors about...
the changed value. For all three bounds, if the bound is decreased, the node needs to check if the new bound is exceeded. If this is the case, the node needs to synchronize writes with other nodes. Increasing the consistency bound can never cause a consistency bound to be exceeded, because increasing the bound increases the allowed inconsistency in the system.

3.2.2. Optimistic consistency (Requirement 7)
The Conit consistency model can enforce strict consistency, limiting availability to users. In a real-time system such as a game, blocking is undesirable. The system may become unresponsive to the input from the player while they are in the middle of an action sequence or battle. A simple solution to this problem is to synchronize asynchronously, and not wait for confirmation. Unfortunately, this does mean that the consistency bounds can no longer be guaranteed, because reads or writes may be executed on a node that has not yet completed synchronization. This thesis proposes a weaker consistency guarantee: optimistic consistency. Under optimistic consistency, if consistency bounds are exceeded, a synchronization mechanism is triggered. If the underlying network behaves correctly, and the latency between nodes is bounded, consistency between nodes is still guaranteed. This type of consistency is also used by Colyseus [14].

3.2.3. Conit update messages (Requirement 8)
In a large scale game, the workload varies over time; players join and leave the game, and server nodes are started or shutdown depending on the amount of players in the game. Furthermore, in a Minecraft-like game players enjoy the additional feature of being able to modify the virtual world. This means that players can create their own content. This changing set of nodes participating in the system, and the creation and removal of player-created content means that the data that should be kept consistent also changes over time. To support this, Conits should be able to be created or removed while the system is running, and new nodes should be able to synchronize with existing Conits.

For example, if Conits are defined for the area of interest of each player, Conits should be created or destroyed when players join or leave the virtual world respectively. Another example is an important structure in the virtual world that has its own Conit, which guarantees how inconsistent a player’s view of this structure can be. If this structure is destroyed in the virtual world, the Conit is no longer affected by any data and can be removed.

The Dynamic Conit model explicitly supports nodes from creating new Dynamic Conits and sharing these Dynamic Conits with other nodes at runtime. To this end, each Dynamic Conit keeps a member list, which tracks the nodes that participate in the Dynamic Conit. Nodes in the system can contact each other to participate in a new Dynamic Conit or remove themselves from it. Allowing new nodes and Conits to join the system at runtime is different from allowing Conits to change their consistency bounds at runtime. The former supports distributed system in which the set of participating nodes changes over time. The latter supports distributed systems in which the workload of existing nodes changes over time.

3.2.4. Multi-hop Conits (Requirement 9)
In the original Conit model, updates are exchanged between nodes that all share the same data set. Data exchanged in a Minecraft-like game is about players and the virtual world. If one node receives an update on a data item, the node forwards the update to all other nodes.

Figure 3.1a shows a typical application of Conits to a distributed system. Here the computer tower icons are servers, the person icons are users, the © indicates a collection of Conits, and the connections indicate which nodes share this collection of Conits. This setup can be mapped to the servers of a Minecraft-like game in a data-center which host instances of a virtual world. If a player is connected to one of the server nodes and builds a house or digs a tunnel, this change must become visible to players that are connected to other nodes.

The Conit model does not consider the inconsistency between a game server and its clients. The amount of inconsistency between a server and a client does not only depend on the consistency between the servers, it also depends on the synchronization between the client and the server. For the player, inconsistency becomes noticeable in the form of out-of-order updates and latency. As discussed in Section 2.3.2, the amount of latency between the server and the client has a significant effect on the gameplay experience of the player. However, guaranteeing low latency and high consistency requires high synchronization between the server and the client, increasing the workload at both ends.
To make Minecraft-like games more scalable, the workload on the server should be reduced. If Conits could be used between the server and the client, bounded consistency can be used to keep the gameplay experience high and reduce the amount of synchronization required between servers and their clients. Sharing Conits not only with servers but also with clients means that millions of nodes are added to the network, which all need to communicate with one another. This is neither feasible nor desirable. Furthermore, most clients may not be interested in most Conits. Conits that enforce consistency on the area of interest of player $a$ might not be of interest to player $b$, whose avatar can be on the other side of the virtual world. Even if the bounds specified by player $b$ are $\infty$, Conits require each node to allocate a certain amount of memory per node to correctly handle the consistency guarantees of other nodes, which can cause significant memory overhead in large networks.

To apply Conits in this context, we propose multi-hop Conits. Figure 3.1b shows a possible application of these Conits. In this model, a network of nodes is modeled as a set, in which special multi-hop Conits can be created for arbitrary subsets. A subset for which one or multiple Conits are defined is referred to as a subnet. When these subnets are viewed in isolation, the Conits function exactly as in the traditional model, using the same consistency bounds and mechanisms to enforce consistency. However, a new mechanism is introduced to support nodes that are part of multiple subnets. If such a node receives a write from one subnet via synchronization, it checks if the write affects any Conits shared with other subnets. If this is the case, the node bounds consistency according to these Conits. If the subnets form a connected graph, any write will be propagated throughout the entire network.

Multi-hop Dynamic Conits makes it difficult to reason about the consistency guarantees over multiple hops in the network; nodes may be separated by multiple Dynamic Conit hops, each with their own consistency bounds. Figure 3.1b shows two clients that are connected to server 3 (S3). Both of these clients use Dynamic Conits to reduce communication with the server. Reasoning about the consistency between one of the two players and the server can be done using the traditional Conit model. However, consistency between both clients is more difficult to quantify. A mathematical investigation of the consistency bounds over multiple hops is out of the scope of this thesis. Instead, consider this toy example: assume that the staleness of location updates of the left player to the server is bounded with a numerical error bound of 1. Also assume that the staleness of location updates of the server to the right player is bounded by 50ms. In this case, the consistency bound between both players can be seen as the sum of both consistency bounds$^2$: the location update arriving at the left player cannot have both a numerical error greater than 1 and a staleness value greater than 50ms.

---

$^1$Using multi-hop Dynamic Conits requires using optimistic consistency: when the system waits for synchronization to complete, deadlocks can occur when subnets synchronize with each other.

$^2$Using a liberal definition of the word ‘sum’.
3.2.5. Speculation error
The previous sections describe additions made to the Conit consistency model to satisfy the requirements shown in Table 3.1. This section describes another extension of the Conit model that does not satisfy a particular requirement. Instead, the extension discussed in this section shows the expressiveness of the Conit consistency model by incorporating dead reckoning into the model. As a result, the inconsistency introduced by dead reckoning is quantified and bounded.

The Conit model offers three application-agnostic dimensions to calculate and bound inconsistency between nodes. While these dimensions are expressive, they are created from the perspective of a distributed database. However, a Minecraft-like game is not only a distributed database, it is also a distributed simulation. This section defines speculation error as a new consistency dimension from the perspective of a distributed simulation. While still being application-agnostic, this new consistency dimension could allow more expressive bounded consistency in the domain of MMOGs, Minecraft-like games, and other domains that rely on distributed simulation.

This consistency dimension builds on the observation that simulations may benefit from relaxing the frequency with which updates are checked for correctness. A game server that hosts a Minecraft-like game performs many simulations. In some cases, these simulations can be very structured. For instance, a player might start a computation in a digital circuit, or travel by train over a rail. In these scenarios, clients can locally simulate these events simultaneously with the server without exchanging information. Another use-case for speculation error is the propagation of updates concerning player locations. In a virtual environment with many moving entities, servers can reduce communication load by synchronizing entity locations less frequently. Clients can use speculation error to locally estimate the locations of entities before the true location is received from the server.

This thesis defines speculation error as the maximum number of speculative updates on one node. A speculation error of \( x \) allows a node to generate \( x \) updates locally without communicating with other nodes. When a node reaches \( x \) updates, it agrees with the other nodes whose updates to accept and drops its own speculative updates. Speculation error makes dead reckoning part of the consistency model by quantifying how many speculated updates are allowed before synchronization is required. An implementation of this consistency dimension requires a consensus algorithm to determine which updates to keep. In the scenario of a MMOG with multiple server nodes, a trivial consensus algorithm would be to appoint a primary node for each data item and always accept its updates as the final updates.

3.3. Application to Minecraft-like games
Dynamic Conits are a flexible consistency model which can be applied to Minecraft-like games in multiple ways, increasing the scalability of these games. This section discusses two examples of the application of Dynamic Conits to Minecraft-like games and how these applications can increase the scalability of these games. The use of Dynamic Conits can reduce the communication between nodes, increasing system scalability. The two examples discussed in this section are chosen to target the two main channels of communication in MMOGs: the communication between the different server nodes, and the communication between the server and its clients.

The Conit consistency model distinguishes accesses from users and synchronization between nodes. In a Minecraft-like game, updates are exchanged between clients and servers. To map the Conit model to Minecraft-like games, accesses are defined as changes made to the virtual world by a player or server. Examples of modifications are moving the player’s avatar or placing a block in the virtual world. Synchronization between nodes is defined as the messages exchanged between servers and clients that update the state of the virtual world on the receiving node. Examples of these messages are avatar displacement messages and block placement messages.

3.3.1. Guaranteed consistency between servers
As discussed in Section 1.2, to support large numbers of players, state-of-the-art MMOGs partition the virtual world and distribute these partitions over multiple servers. Traditionally, a geographic partitioning scheme is used, but this is not required. For instance, a partitioning based on social connections is also possible [67]. These parts are then assigned to different servers by a scheduler. The game servers share some of their data to hide the partition from the players. For instance, players that are at the border between two partitions should be able to see players at the other side of the border. Sharing
this data introduces inconsistency between players that are connected to different servers.

To keep gameplay experience high, the inconsistency between the players should be bounded to a value that is acceptable for players. While the Conit model can bound inconsistency between nodes, the game servers are unlikely to share all their data with all other servers. To keep the system scalable, both the number of servers with which to synchronize and the amount of data that needs to be synchronized should be small.

Figure 3.2 shows the application of Dynamic Conits between servers. In the figure, the circled ‘D’ indicates a collection of Dynamic Conits, and the connections indicate which nodes share this collection of Dynamic Conits. The bottom part of the figure shows a bird-eye view of the virtual world and its partitioning. The green areas indicate zones in the virtual world. The dotted lines indicate which servers host which parts of the virtual world. The servers communicate with a subset of the remaining servers (indicated by the connections from the circled D’s) using the multi-hop feature from the Dynamic Conit model. Multiple Dynamic Conits are shared between servers which host adjacent parts of the virtual world. These Dynamic Conits are affected by updates that take place close to the border, which causes these updates to be synchronized to the ‘adjacent’ server according to the configured Conit bounds.

3.3.2. Guaranteed consistency between clients and servers
In the traditional model, the Conits are shared between servers. Consistency between clients and servers is not considered. However, in Minecraft-like games, clients share a large amount of data with the servers and continuously synchronize updates. This synchronization requires resources from both the client and the server. If this synchronization can be reduced, the server may use these resources instead to support a larger number of players.

Currently, servers synchronize with their clients every game-tick. To reduce synchronization without
reducing gameplay experience, Dynamic Conits can be used. By sharing Dynamic Conits between the client and the server, bounded inconsistency is introduced that reduces communication between the two nodes. By defining strict consistency bounds for data in a player’s interest set [13] (for instance the actions of nearby entities with which the player can interact), and defining loose consistency bounds for data that is less important to the player (for instance block placements in a structure that is out of reach of the player), communication can be reduced without reducing gameplay experience.

Figure 3.3 shows an example of this application of Dynamic Conits to games. Here a single server is connected to four clients. The circled ‘D’ indicates a collection of Dynamic Conits, and the connections indicate which nodes share this collection of Dynamic Conits. In this application, each player shares a collection of Dynamic Conits with the server. This collection can contain Dynamic Conits with strict consistency bounds for entities that are close to the player, or for the state of a digital circuit with which the player can interact. The collection can also contain Dynamic Conits with loose consistency bounds for entities that are far away from the player, or are not in the player’s interest set.

3.4. Dynamic Conit performance model

This section defines and discusses a performance model for Dynamic Conits to quantify scalability improvements when using bounded inconsistency. The model rests on the assumption that every node has a maximum number of messages that can be processed per second: \( t_{\text{max}} \). We define \( T_{\text{max}} = n \times t_{\text{max}} \) as the maximum number of messages that can be processed per second across the entire system. Here, \( n \) is defined as the number of nodes in the system. Let \( T \) be the actual number of messages processed by the system per second, this leads to the following invariant:

\[
T_{\text{max}} \geq T \geq W + S
\]  

(3.1)

Here \( W \) is the number of updates per second caused by the system workload, the actual writes and reads performed by clients. \( S \) is the number of messages per second caused by the Dynamic Conit model synchronizing between nodes. The total throughput is comprised of these two variables. In a real-world system, the update throughput, \( W \), is an uncontrolled variable, whose value is determined by the number of users in the system and their behavior. The synchronization throughput, \( S \), is a controlled variable, whose value is determined by the workload \( W \) and the configuration of the Dynamic Conits. This means that scalability improvements must be made by modifying \( S \). The value of \( S \) is determined by the workload, \( W \), the number of nodes, \( n \), and the consistency bound that is used, \( b \):

\[
S = f_i(W, n, b_i)
\]  

(3.2)

To simplify the model, we assume that only one consistency bound is used at once. This means that \( i \in \{s, n, o\} \). Separate functions are used to calculate \( S \), depending on if a staleness bound, numerical error bound, or order error bound is used. These three functions are defined and explained below.

3.4.1. Synchronization controlled by staleness bound

When using a staleness bound \( b_s \), each node pulls writes from all other nodes at most every \( b_s \) milliseconds. In theory, pulling writes takes two messages.\(^3\) This means that when using \( n \) nodes, each node exchanges two messages with \( n-1 \) other nodes \( \frac{1000\text{ms}}{b_s} \) times per second. This can be written as:

\[
S = f_s(W, n, b_s)
\]

\[
f_s(W, n, b_s) = \frac{2n(n-1) \times 1000\text{ms}}{b_s}
\]  

(3.3)

Note that when using a staleness bound, \( S \) does depend on \( n \) (the number of nodes in the system), but not on \( W \) (the update throughput).

\(^3\)If the staleness bound is very large, the number of writes that are synchronized may also be very large. In practice, these writes may not all fit in a single, large, synchronization packet.
3.4.2. Synchronization controlled by numerical error bound

When using a numerical bound, each node pushes writes to the other nodes if the bound is exceeded. Nodes communicate their numerical error bound to each other. Other nodes then push their writes conservatively based on local information. The numerical error bound specifies the weight of the writes a node may not have seen, compared to the global state (all writes). This means that for a constant numerical error bound, the synchronization throughput per node increases quadratically with the number of nodes.

As an example, let \( b_n = 4 \) and \( n = 2 \). For simplicity, assume that all writes have a weight of 1. For clarity, let’s call these nodes Alice and Bob.⁴ If Alice receives 4 writes from clients, she keeps them to herself because she knows that Bob allows a numerical error of 4. However, when Alice receives a fifth write, she concludes that the numerical error bound might be exceeded: Bob might not have seen any of the 5 writes received by Alice. Alice now bounds consistency by synchronizing all 5 writes with Bob.

Now consider the same example with \( n = 3 \): Charlie also joins the game. Alice now receives 2 writes from clients. Again, she keeps these writes to herself without communicating to either Bob or Charlie. When Alice receives a third write, she cannot proceed as in the previous example. Instead, she has to communicate her writes to both Bob and Charlie. Because the numerical error is 4, Bob allows 4 writes with weight 1 to be unseen by him. Alice does not know how many writes have already been received by Charlie. If Charlie has also already received 2 writes, the current number of writes unseen for Bob is \( 3 + 2 = 5 \) (the writes from Alice and Charlie together), which exceeds Bob’s numerical error bound. Because Alice does not know how many writes Charlie has received, she makes a conservative decision by synchronizing writes with Bob. Without loss of generality, Bob and Charlie can be swapped in this example, which is why Alice should also synchronize writes with Charlie. This guarantees that the consistency bound is never exceeded. This behavior can be written as:

\[
S = f_n(W, n, b_n)
\]

\[
f_n(W, n, b_n) = \frac{2(n-1)W}{b_n\over n-1}
\]

\[
= \frac{2(n-1)^2W}{b_n}
\]

3.4.3. Synchronization controlled by order error bound

When using an order bound, \( b_o \), each node may have \( b_o \) writes that are uncommitted, which means they could still be reordered. Bounding this error means committing at least every \( b_o \) writes. How committing these messages works is unspecified in the original Conit model, and is also left unspecified in the Dynamic Conit model. Because the implementation is undefined, this section makes a simplifying assumption: a single node is appointed as the primary node, and orders all writes in the system. For a node to commit messages, it sends a list of uncommitted writes to the primary node and receives a list of committed writes back in the appropriate order. Every node manages their uncommitted writes individually. This can be written as:

\[
S = f_o(W, n, b_o)
\]

\[
f_o(W, n, b_o) = \frac{2W}{b_o}
\]

⁴The author hopes the field of cryptography does not have a copyright on using these names in examples.
To answer research question 3, specified in Section 1, we design and evaluate Meerkat. Meerkat is a prototype implementation of the Dynamic Conit model: it provides a set of mechanisms and protocols to measure and bound consistency according to the Dynamic Conit model. To focus the implementation of the prototype on the novel Dynamic Conit features, we design Meerkat according to the Keep it simple, stupid (KISS) principle. To this end, Meerkat uses multiple simple algorithms and single-purpose components to implement the Dynamic Conit model. This chapter discusses the design of Meerkat, while Chapter 6 evaluates Meerkat experimentally. In contrast to Minecraft-like games, Meerkat does not provide a graphical interface to a player, nor does it simulate a virtual environment. Instead, it accepts updates and reads on data, and synchronizes this data with other Meerkat nodes according to the set Dynamic Conit consistency bounds. This chapter discusses both the components and mechanisms that allow Meerkat to support Dynamic Conits and how Meerkat satisfies the requirements listed in Table 3.1.

4.1. Design overview

To understand how the different components of Meerkat interact, it is important to first understand what the components mean. This section discusses the main components in Meerkat’s design, and how these components interact. Figure 4.1 shows Meerkat’s system design. Some components in Figure 4.1 are marked with the letter D in the top right hand corner. Every component with this mark is required to support Dynamic Conits. The remaining orange components are required to support regular Conits. Forwarding accesses is indicated using solid connections. Forwarding commands or meta-data is indicated using dashed connections.

Meerkat is a distributed system that can run with a variable amount of nodes, and is located between the virtual world simulation and the data store. The virtual world simulator simulates the virtual world based on data obtained from both the player and Meerkat. The resulting data is sent back to Meerkat, which stores it locally in the data store and synchronizes the updates with remote servers and clients based on the configuration of the Dynamic Conits. Each access passes through the Dynamic Conit manager, which checks the inconsistency in each of the three inconsistency dimensions, based on the Dynamic Conits that are configured. Because the virtual world simulator knows which data is needed and how consistent it should be, it can configure the local Dynamic Conits through the Dynamic Conit manager. If synchronization is required for one of the consistency dimensions, the access is forwarded to the corresponding component. For instance, if the numerical error bound is exceeded, the access is forwarded to the Numerical actor. These actors synchronize with other nodes by exchanging updates with the corresponding actors on remote nodes. The figure only shows one remote node, but there can be arbitrarily many remote nodes to synchronize with.

To meet Requirement 6 of the Dynamic Conit model, the Workload monitor and Dynamic bound scheduler are included in Meerkat’s design. The Workload monitor runs on all Meerkat nodes and keeps track of the message throughput. The Workload monitors across all nodes connect to a single
primary node, which runs the Dynamic bound scheduler. Based on the system throughput and the
dynamic bound policy that is used, the consistency bounds of the Dynamic Conits are modified.
To meet Requirement 8 of the Dynamic Conit model, the Dynamic Conit manager takes care of
updating Dynamic Conit information such as adding or removing nodes from the Dynamic Conit, adding
and removing Dynamic Conits completely when no longer needed, and updating the numerical error
bounds from remote nodes when their consistency bounds are changed.

4.2. Consistency bounding (Requirement 1, 4, 5)
Meerkat satisfies Requirements 1 and 4 by bounding consistency in the system using Dynamic Conits.
Dynamic Conits use the same three dimensions as regular Conits: staleness, numerical error, and or-
der error. Each node in the system can configure its own consistency bounds by selecting a numerical
value for each of the three dimensions, for each Dynamic Conit. Because the consistency bounds can
take any integer value greater or equal to zero, Meerkat implements a consistency spectrum (Require-
ment 1). In the Dynamic Conit model, every read and write specifies which Dynamic Conit is affected.
Writes also have a weight associated with them to enable numerical error bounding. This allows clients
to specify arbitrary bounds for arbitrary data (Requirement 4).
Although the Dynamic Conit model specifies how to quantify inconsistency, it does not specify which
mechanisms and algorithms to use to bound the inconsistency. Meerkat uses a reactive approach, that
bounds inconsistency on each of the three dimensions if necessary, after a new access is received from
a client. An access means a read or write operation. While the reactive approach does not hide syn-
chronization latency, it does make the system more predictable, making it easier to study its behavior.
Meerkat’s design is simplified by having three single-purpose components that match the three con-
sistency dimensions. The components are executed sequentially, and each component is responsible
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Figure 4.2: Meerkat staleness bounding mechanism

for bounding the corresponding consistency dimension. Figure 4.5 shows the sequence in which the individual components are activated when an access is processed by Meerkat. The actions within these components are discussed in the sections below. For both reads and writes, first the staleness bounding mechanism is triggered before the data store is accessed. For writes, after accessing the data store, the order error bounding mechanism and the numerical error bounding mechanism are triggered. Each of the actor components synchronize with remote nodes as soon as a consistency bound is exceeded.

4.2.1. Bounding staleness (Requirement 3)

Bounding staleness is done for both reads and writes, and is performed before the access is processed by the data store, such that the view of the data is within bounds during the execution of the read or write. To bound staleness error, each node keeps track of the last time writes where pulled from each of its neighbors. On each new access the staleness bounding mechanism executes the following steps:

1. Select all Dynamic Conits affected by access.
2. Get the union of all nodes that share at least one of these Dynamic Conits.
3. Ask each of these nodes for writes they have seen after their last contact with this node.

Figure 4.2 shows this behavior in the form of a sequence diagram. Here the Remote Staleness actors 1 through \( n \) are the actors corresponding to the collection of remote nodes that share one or more Dynamic Conits with the local node. The figure shows a user (top left) that wants to read a specific value. In a Minecraft-like game, this could be the game client that requests the contents of a chest of items after the player opens it. The Dynamic Conit manager (second from the left) selects the Dynamic Conits affected by the read, and forwards these to the Staleness actor (middle). The Staleness actor checks for each remote node that shares one of the affected Dynamic Conits if it has synchronized its updates within the set staleness bound. If this is not the case, the Staleness actor synchronizes with the remote node by requesting its updates. The local data in the data store (left of Staleness actor) is updated according to the synchronized updates. For simplicity, the actions taken on the remote nodes are not shown in the figure. After all synchronization is complete, the relevant data item is read and its value is returned to the user. If Meerkat is running using optimistic consistency instead of strict consistency, it returns the value to the user without waiting for synchronization to complete. Optimistic consistency is a Dynamic Conit feature discussed in Section 3.2.2. Its implementation in Meerkat is discussed in Section 4.3.2
The figure shows the importance of following the KISS design principle: although the actions taken by the local node to bound staleness are conceptually simple, its implementation involves multiple layers of message passing.

4.2.2. Bounding numerical error (Requirement 2)
The numerical error of a node is defined by first assigning a global weight to each write, and then calculating the sum of the weights of locally unseen writes. Nodes share their numerical error bounds with remote nodes when first establishing a connection, or when changing their numerical error bound. This is done using a mechanism discussed in Section 4.3.3. When a node receives a write, it calculates the numerical error conservatively using the method described in Section 3.4.2. If the numerical bound is exceeded, the node propagates writes to the other remote nodes. To bound numerical error, Meerkat executes the following steps:

1. Select all Conits affected by the new write.
2. For each Conit, for each node, determine if their numerical error bound could be exceeded.
3. If so, forward writes and wait for the remote nodes to complete processing.

Figure 4.3 shows this behavior in the form of a sequence diagram. After bounding staleness, Meerkat bounds the numerical error by forwarding the affected Dynamic Conits to the Numerical actor. The Numerical actor computes for which nodes the numerical error bound could be exceeded based on the numerical error bounds received from the remote nodes. For each remote node for which the numerical error bound is exceeded, the local node synchronizes all writes that it had not sent in previous executions of the numerical error bounding mechanism. After all remote nodes report that the received updates have been processed, the local node proceeds by bounding the order error.

4.2.3. Bounding order error
To simplify system design, Meerkat appoints a single node as the primary node. This node decides the commit order for all nodes. Each time a node’s order error bound is reached, it synchronizes with the primary node by requesting to commit its local writes. This method is relatively old [52], and provides a single-point of failure. However, it is simple to implement and matches with the client-server model of most games, in which a server decides the final ordering of messages. On each write, Meerkat executes the following steps:

1. Send the primary node a commit request with the corresponding writes.
2. Receive the commit-order up to the most recently committed write on the primary node, and merge them with the local data store.

Figure 4.4 shows this behavior in the form of a sequence diagram. After bounding the numerical error, Meerkat forwards the affected Dynamic Conits to the Order actor (middle). If for any of these Dynamic Conits the number of locally uncommitted writes exceeds the set order error bound, all currently uncommitted writes are sent to the primary node. The primary node then determines the order of the writes and applies them to its local data store. The primary node keeps track of the last commit seen by the local node, and sends all writes that have been committed since. This can include writes synchronized by other nodes that have not yet been seen by the local node. Upon receiving the commits, the local node rolls back its data store and applies the commits in the order determined by the primary node. To simplify Meerkat’s design, exactly the same sequence of operations is executed if the local node is the primary node. In this case, the Remote primary order actor (second from the right) and the Order actor (third from the right) are the same actor. The same holds for the Remote data store (right) and the Data store (second from the left). This causes the node to send messages to itself.

4.3. Dynamic Conit mechanisms

The previous section discussed how Meerkat bounds the inconsistency in the system such that the Dynamic Conit bounds are never exceeded. This section discusses the components and mechanisms used by Meerkat to support the Dynamic Conit features introduced in Chapter 3.

4.3.1. Dynamic bound policies (requirement 6)

Meerkat satisfies Requirement 6 by using a Dynamic bound scheduler. This scheduler updates the consistency bounds across nodes using the workload monitors that run on each node. The Dynamic bound scheduler itself runs on a single node: the primary node. This node is also in charge of assigning an order to the writes, which happens when bounding order error. For a production ready system, the primary node should be dynamically assigned at runtime to protect against system failures. To keep system design simple and focus on the Dynamic Conit mechanisms, this is not supported by Meerkat.

The Dynamic bound scheduler periodically asks all nodes for their throughput for both accesses from clients and messages used to synchronize with other nodes. Reducing the bounds on a Dynamic Conit increases the consistency between nodes, but also increases the number of messages that need to be exchanged to stay consistent. If the number of synchronization messages need to be reduced to handle an increase in the number of accesses received from clients, the dynamic bound policy can decide to increase the consistency bounds on existing Dynamic Conits. Similarly, when the number of accesses decreases, the scheduler may decrease Dynamic Conit bounds to achieve a higher level of
The specific behavior of the Dynamic bound scheduler depends on the selected *dynamic bound policy*. This thesis presents three such policies, and discusses them in the sections below.

**ADMI policy**

The **ADMI** policy is a naive policy used as a performance baseline. It periodically checks the current throughput of synchronization messages. If the throughput is above the threshold, the Conit bound is multiplied by 2. Otherwise the Conit bound is decreased by 50.

This policy is derived from the additive increase/multiplicative decrease policy used in TCP congestion control. This policy linearly increases the congestion window used when transmitting data. If congestion takes place, the congestion window is exponentially decreased to prevent further escalation of the congestion.

**PM policy**

The **PM** policy is a more advanced policy that uses a moving average of the throughput of accesses, the number of nodes in the system, and the Dynamic Conit performance model described in Section 3.4 to calculate which Conit bounds would produce a synchronization message throughput of the desired amount. The **PM** policy calculates a lower bound for the required consistency bound, which means that the actual number of synchronization messages per second can be higher than the intended value.

**PM-P policy**

This policy is based on a scheduler used in ConPaas [4, 5], which is also a workflow scheduler. This policy is based on the **PM** policy. Except instead of calculating the Conit bounds such that the moving average workload would produce the desired number of synchronization messages per second, it uses linear regression to predict the workload for the next scheduling step and calculates the required Conit bounds for that workload.

The intuition behind this policy is that without anticipating the workload, the consistency bound calculation might lag behind the actual bound needed to bring the number of synchronization messages to the intended amount. Linear regression allows anticipating the update throughput based on recent throughput values.

### 4.3.2. Pipeline for strict and optimistic consistency (Requirement 7)

Meerkat satisfies Requirement 7 by implementing the optimistic consistency guarantees from the Dynamic Conit model discussed in Section 3.2.2. Meerkat uses a processing pipeline for incoming updates and reads. This pipeline is shown in Figure 4.5. Depending on how Meerkat is configured, it can enforce strict consistency or optimistic consistency. If only one access can use the data pipeline at the time, and the individual components process accesses synchronously, the system enforces strict consistency. If an access triggers synchronization to bound inconsistency, the pipeline is occupied for a longer period of time. This reduces availability and *blocks* incoming accesses. If the pipeline can be filled with accesses, Meerkat becomes *highly available*, no longer blocking incoming accesses. This means that the consistency bound is now optimistic: for an incoming access it is no longer guaranteed that the data is within consistency bounds. Instead, if an incoming access finds the data exceeding the consistency bounds, it is guaranteed that synchronization is currently in progress.
4.3. Dynamic Conit mechanisms

From Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, only Figure 4.2 shows the difference in behavior when using strict consistency versus optimistic consistency. Figure 4.3 and 4.4 show Meerkat's behavior when using strict consistency. When using optimistic consistency, the system would continue processing the next access immediately after passing the affected Dynamic Conits to the Numerical actor or Order actor respectively. This is omitted from the figures to improve readability.

4.3.3. Dynamic Conit information message (Requirement 8)

This section discusses how Meerkat partially satisfies Requirement 8. Meerkat supports both nodes and Dynamic Conits to join and leave the system at runtime, but the mechanism used to satisfy this requirement cannot be used in a production-ready system. This section discusses this feature in three steps. First, it discusses the mechanism used by Meerkat to let new nodes join or create new Dynamic Conits. Second, it discusses a limitation of the Dynamic Conit model that is introduced by introducing this feature, which prevents it from being used in a production-ready system. Third, it discusses the wait mechanism, a simple mechanism used by Meerkat to avoid this limitation in experimental setups.

Requirement 8 is satisfied by allowing nodes to send each other Dynamic Conit information messages that specify their participation in Dynamic Conits. When a node joins an existing Conit, it must inform the current members it would like to join the Conit, and communicates its numerical error bound. It does this by sending a ConitInfo message to the current members. Upon receiving this message, existing members add the node to their set of neighbors and communicate their numerical bound to the new node before new accesses are processed. Adding the new node includes communicating all necessary writes to the new node. If a node leaves an existing Conit, it must inform the other members of the Conit, along with any writes that the leaving node did not yet communicate. Other nodes remove the node from their set of neighbors and abort all current attempts to synchronize writes to this node.

Meerkat tracks for each Dynamic Conit which nodes share that Dynamic Conit. When a new node joins the system, or creates a new Dynamic Conit, it sends its Dynamic Conit information to all other nodes that it wants to share Dynamic Conits with using a two-way handshake shown in Figure 4.6. The node that joins the system or creates a new Dynamic Conit performs this handshake with all other nodes with which it shares Dynamic Conits. Leaving the system or a Dynamic Conit works analogous to joining: when a node leaves a Dynamic Conit, it sends a ConitInfo message indicating that it is no longer part of that Dynamic Conit. This will stop synchronization to this node. If the node wants to leave the system, it sends a ConitInfo message specifying that it is no longer a member of any Dynamic Conit. This will stop all synchronization to this node.

Meerkat may have been running for an arbitrary amount of time when a new node joins the system. If this node joins an existing Dynamic Conit, an arbitrary number of updates need to be synchronized before the consistency bounds of all nodes are met. Because neither the Dynamic Conit model nor Meerkat include a mechanism to merge updates, the new node may require a large amount of time to complete processing all synchronized updates. During this time, the node is unable to process accesses from users.

Meerkat has an optional wait mechanism to prevent this scenario from occurring during use. The wait mechanism makes sure nodes are never overloaded by synchronizing too many updates at once.
It does this by preventing the Meerkat nodes from accepting any accesses from users until they are connected to every other node. A different solution is required when applying the Dynamic Conit model to a production-ready system. In a real-world scenario, nodes cannot be required to all join during system startup because the game has no control over when players join or leave, or when server nodes fail.

4.4. Meerkat performance model

Meerkat implements the Dynamic Conit model, which is based on the generic Conit consistency model, but has a number of features to make it applicable to Minecraft-like games. The Dynamic Conit performance model is defined in terms of throughput: the number of messages that can be processed per second. The goal of Meerkat is to evaluate the scalability improvement in number of players when using Dynamic Conits. Therefore, it is necessary to translate the number of messages per second to a number of players. To quantify the scalability improvements when using Meerkat this section defines a performance model for Meerkat based on the performance model for Dynamic Conits discussed in Section 3.4.

Because player behavior is hard to predict and changes over time, this section takes the conservative assumption that a player sends an update to the game once every game tick. For Minecraft-like games, the tick frequency is 20Hz. This means that a player sends 20 updates per second; a player generates a workload of 20 messages per second. Let the number of players be \( p \). Then, using Equation 3.1, this can be written as:

\[
T_{\text{max}} \geq W + S \\
W = 20p \\
T_{\text{max}} \geq 20p + S \\
p \leq \frac{T_{\text{max}} - S}{20} \\
\leq \frac{T_{\text{max}}}{20} - \frac{S}{20}
\]

Removing the constants by declaring new variables:

\[
P_{\text{max}} = \frac{T_{\text{max}}}{20} \\
S' = \frac{S}{20}
\]

Here \( P_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum number of supported players, assuming there is no synchronization overhead. \( S' \) is the synchronization overhead expressed as the number of players. This can be written as:

\[
p \leq P_{\text{max}} - S'
\]

This performance model indicates that we can increase the number of supported players \( p \) by decreasing the synchronization overhead \( S' \). The value of \( S \) (and \( S' \)) depends on the workload (the number of players), the number of nodes, and the consistency bound that is used. The functions to calculate the value of \( S \) are described in Section 3.4. We use this model to quantify the scalability improvement when using the Dynamic Conit model in Chapter 6.
5

Experimental setup

This chapter discusses the setup for the experiments presented in this thesis. This thesis contains two sets of experiments. The first set of experiments evaluates the scalability of Minecraft-like games. The second set of experiments uses Meerkat to evaluate the scalability improvement for Minecraft-like games when using Dynamic Conits. Meerkat is a prototype system that implements the Dynamic Conit model.

The first section of this chapter gives an overview of all experiments presented in this thesis. Because no tools exist to evaluate the scalability of Minecraft-like games, the second section introduces Yardstick, a distributed benchmark for Minecraft-like games. The remaining sections discuss the workloads, experiment environment, metrics, and tools used in the experiments.

5.1. Experiments overview

This chapter provides a detailed description of the experimental setup used in this thesis. An overview of all experiments presented in this thesis is shown in Table 5.1. This section gives a brief description of this table and the Minecraft-like games evaluated in this thesis. The chapter column indicates in which chapter the results of the experiment are discussed. The focus column indicates what the experiment evaluates. The system column shows which systems are evaluated: Minecraft-like games, or Meerkat. The workloads column indicates the workloads used in the experiment. The workloads are discussed in Section 5.3. Meerkat can be configured to use one of multiple policies to dynamically change the consistency bounds. The policies column indicates which policies are used in the experiment. These policies are described in Section 4.3.1. The metrics column shows the main metric used to report the experiment results. The main metrics for all experiments are discussed in Section 5.5.1.

This thesis evaluates the scalability of three popular Minecraft-like games using Yardstick. The three games are:

1. **vanilla**, the official Minecraft game developed by Mojang.
2. **Spigot**, the most popular community-driven modded version of vanilla.
3. **Glowstone**, a from-scratch implementation that is compatible with the Minecraft protocol.

Game configurations for each game are modified to reduce the bias in the experiments while still being realistic. For instance, NPCs have been disabled (Minecraft primarily features NPCs that attack players) and join throttling has been disabled. The complete configurations for the experiments can be found in Appendix A.

5.2. Yardstick: design of a Minecraft-like game benchmarking tool

Although Minecraft is one of the most popular games of all time, no systems exist that evaluate the performance and scalability of Minecraft-like games. Furthermore, there are no large-scale, publicly available, workloads to test Minecraft-like games. To solve this problem and answer research question
### 6.1.2 players vs. simulation speed
Minecraft-like games
increasing players
n/a
tick frequency, relative utilization

### 6.1.3 players vs. computation
Minecraft-like games
increasing players
n/a
number of utilized cores

### 6.1.4 players vs. network activity
Minecraft-like games
fixed players
n/a
MC-packet throughput

### 6.2.2 throughput vs. consistency
Minecraft-like games
stress-test
static
update throughput

### 6.2.3 synchronization vs. consistency
Minecraft-like games
stress-test
static
synchronization throughput

### 6.2.4 effect of dynamic bound policies
Minecraft-like games
increasing, 50-player trace
static, PM
consistency area, others

### 6.2.5 effect of adding nodes
Minecraft-like games
stress-test
static
update throughput

### 6.2.6 effect of dynamic bound policies
Minecraft-like games
50-player trace
ADMI, PM, PM-P
consistency area, others

Table 5.1: A summary of all experiments presented in this thesis. For each experiment: the chapter in which it is discussed, its focus, the system under test, the workloads and policies used, and the metrics used to report results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Realistic and configurable player behavior</td>
<td>5.2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Scale to large numbers of players</td>
<td>5.2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Compatible with multiple Minecraft-like games</td>
<td>5.2.4, 5.2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Record complex performance metrics</td>
<td>5.2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Record the interaction between players and server</td>
<td>5.2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Summary of Yardstick system requirements.

1. we propose Yardstick. Yardstick is a benchmark designed to evaluate the scalability of Minecraft-like games.

   While Yardstick started as a part of this thesis, it is now an independent research project under the Opencraft umbrella. Jerom van der Sar, a Minecraft expert and Bachelor Honors student, now leads the project and is responsible for the further design and implementation. This seems a suitable place to thank him again for his contributions to the project (specifically for the implementation of the Yardstick collectors for three Minecraft-like games, the player emulation and data publishing components, and for the formulation of the relative utilization metric), and his infinite enthusiasm for Minecraft and the Opencraft project.

   The remainder of this section is structured as follows. Section 5.2.1 formulates the requirements for a Minecraft-like game scalability benchmark. Section 5.2.2 discusses the Yardstick system design. The remaining sections discuss specific system components that are part of Yardstick and fulfill requirements formulated in Section 5.2.1.

### 5.2.1. System requirements
This section formulates and discusses five requirements for a Minecraft-like game scalability benchmark. An overview of the requirements is shown in Table 5.2.

The aim of the Opencraft project is to scale Minecraft-like games to support millions of players. Ideally, the scalability of these games is evaluated using millions of human players. However, even if this number of participants could be gathered, it would be a logistical nightmare to perform a controlled experiment. The next best option is to use emulated players that are controlled by Yardstick itself. To obtain meaningful scalability results, it is important that the behavior of the emulated players is similar to that of human players.

To benchmark scalable versions of Minecraft-like games, the benchmark should be able to control large numbers of players. Because each player communicates with the server, controlling large numbers of emulated players can be resource intensive. It is unlikely that a single system can control millions of emulated players at once.
The goal of Yardstick is to evaluate and compare the performance of Minecraft-like games. To allow performance comparisons, it is important for Yardstick to be compatible with multiple Minecraft-like games. Yardstick supports a Minecraft-like game if it can both submit a workload (by connecting emulated players) and observe its behavior (by recording a collection of performance metrics from the game server).

To evaluate the scalability of a Minecraft-like game, Yardstick should record a collection of performance metrics. Some metrics, such as the outgoing message throughput of the server, are visible to the players, but other, more complex, metrics are kept internally by the server. To record these metrics, Yardstick should be able to inspect the game state without significantly affecting the server behavior. These internal metrics can give more insight into the scalability of these games. The relative utilization is such a metric and is used in this thesis. It is described in Section 5.5.2.

By recording the interaction between the players and the server, Yardstick can export workload traces that can be replayed either on different Minecraft-like games, or on prototype systems such as Meerkat. These workloads can be used to evaluate the performance of these systems with a realistic workload, and help create reproducible experiments.

5.2.2. Design overview

An overview of the Yardstick system design is given in Figure 5.1. The Minecraft-like game is the system under test. The orange boxes marked with ‘J’ are developed by Jerom van der Sar. The remaining boxes indicate components developed as part of this thesis.

The Yardstick user can specify the workload that is used by changing the player behavior and other player emulation parameters such as the number of players to connect to the server, and the interval at which the players connect. The user can also configure the system under test by providing a server configuration and a map used by the server. While Minecraft-like games are typically able to generate maps at runtime, numerous highly-popular custom-made maps exist. Using the same map for multiple Minecraft-like games allows comparing the scalability of these games. Yardstick’s design can be split into three parts:

1. Player Emulation (workload)
2. Virtual Environment (system under test)

3. Monitoring (collecting metrics data)

The player emulation module connects players to the Minecraft-like game server based on the configuration set by the user. Once the emulated players are connected to the server, their behavior is determined by the player behavior model. The messages exchanged between the players and the server are forwarded to the results database by the data publishing module. The behavior of these players is discussed in the next section.

The virtual world contains the Minecraft-like game, which is started with a configuration and map selection specified by the Yardstick user. To gain insight in the performance and scalability of Minecraft-like games, Yardstick provides so-called collectors for a number of Minecraft-like games that hook into the game, and expose complex performance metrics based on internal information to the monitoring subsystem. Section 5.2.5 describes these collectors in more detail. Section 5.5.2 describes the performance metric that the Yardstick collectors currently record.

Both the data publishing component and the Yardstick Collectors expose data to the monitoring subsystem. The monitoring component uses Prometheus to record this data and store it for later analysis. Which metrics are collected, and how Prometheus is used to collect these metrics is discussed in Section 5.5. Processing of the experiments happens after the experiment is completed. The result processing and analysis component extracts the resulting data from storage and is able to generate a collection of tables and figures for analysis by the Yardstick user.

5.2.3. Player behavior model

While research about player behavior in games is available, no model of player behavior exists for games with modifiable environments. Yardstick is designed to be extensible and allow users to add new behavior models that include modifications to the virtual environment. For games, some archives exist that contain a collection of game-traces. These traces contain information such as player movement and actions for a variety of games [28]. However, to our knowledge no large scale game-trace exists for Minecraft. For this reason, the experiments in this thesis use a synthetic workload.

Currently, Yardstick supports a simple, but configurable, player interaction model based on an existing behavior model from Second Life [38]. This model is based on observations of real players in Second Life. The movement model distinguishes between two types of movement:

1. short-distance movement.
2. long-distance movement.

Short-distance movement represent players that are in an area that contains content such as a player’s house. Long-distance movement represent players that are exploring the world, looking for content. To the best of our knowledge, no realistic ratio between these types of behavior is known. Therefore, Yardstick chooses one of these two types of movement uniformly at random. Once a type of behavior is selected, the players perform this behavior for a duration selected uniformly at random between 1 and 3 minutes. When this time has expired, Yardstick again chooses a type of movement uniformly at random.

While the Minecraft modding community is large and multiple player emulation frameworks implementations already exist, we found that these frameworks are either not easily programmable, or were incompatible with modern versions of the game due to changes in the protocol used for Minecraft server-client communication. For this reason Yardstick emulates players using custom player emulation. Currently, the player emulation model is simple. The player emulation module ignores most incoming messages from the server, except for the map data, which is needed for player path-finding.

5.2.4. Player emulation

To benchmark scalable versions of Minecraft-like games, Yardstick should be able to emulate large numbers of players. Because each player communicates with the server, controlling large numbers of emulated players can be resource intensive. To support this, Yardstick distributes the load over multiple nodes. Yardstick can do this because the players, once connected to the server, operate independently of each other. This means that using multiple nodes to emulate players does not introduce overhead that limits scalability. Each node uses the same configuration, emulates an equal number of players,
and connects players to the same server. Yardstick does allow the player emulation nodes to communicate. This enables complex workloads, such as a single player connecting to the server at a fixed interval, in which case the nodes need to take turns connecting new players.

A player emulation node monitors the communication between each of its players and the server. When the Minecraft-like game server communicates that the player is logged in, and both the avatar and world are loaded, the player is assigned a task based on the player behavior model that is used. The tasks, similarly to the Minecraft-like game clients, are tick based. The players are emulated by executing a single step of the their task at a fixed frequency. The communication between the players and the server is forwarded to the data publishing module that stores it with the experiment results.

5.2.5. Yardstick collector
Analyzing the external behavior of the Minecraft-like game server is enough to determine if the server scales to a certain workload, but it does not show where the scalability bottlenecks of the systems are located. To evaluate the scalability bottlenecks of these games, more advanced performance metrics should be collected that record their internal behavior. To observe this internal state, Yardstick uses Collectors. These Collectors consist of custom-code which is added to the server source code directly. This code exposes complex performance metrics to Yardstick’s monitoring component. Alternative methods, such as the use of Java agents or an API provided by the game developers, can also be used to create Collectors. However, these alternatives are not as reliable as the current implementation. Java agents only work if the Minecraft-like game runs on the JVM, and using an API is only possible if the game developers provide it.

5.2.6. Data publishing
The data publishing module stores the communication between the emulated players and the Minecraft-like game server. Recording the interaction allows for the creation of trace-based workloads that can be replayed on other Minecraft-like game servers, or on prototype systems such as Meerkat. The data publishing stores this communication by asynchronously writing the data to the result database as separate files for each player emulation node. For each Minecraft packet that is sent or received by a player, the type of packet and a time stamp is stored. Because the volume of this data is large, it is stored using stream compression.

5.3. Experiment workloads
The experiments performed for this thesis use a variety of workloads, but also share many important properties. The Minecraft experiments use emulated players to evaluate performance. One type of behavior is used in the experiments presented in this thesis. This behavior is described in the next section. Because Meerkat is a prototype system for Dynamic Conits, and not a complete game, emulated players cannot connect to Meerkat. Instead, Meerkat is evaluated by observing its behavior while sending writes (value updates) to it. This is further discussed in Section 5.3.2.

5.3.1. Yardstick experiment workloads
Yardstick is a distributed benchmark that supports large-scale player emulation. To support coordinated player behavior, Yardstick player emulation nodes are able to communicate with each other. For example, an experiment focused on how the number of players affects server performance may let emulated players join the server in a regular interval. In this case, the Yardstick Bot Framework can internally schedule player join behavior using a round-robin approach to distribute load on Yardstick instances evenly. The Yardstick experiments use two different workloads. An overview of the workload parameters is shown in Table 5.3.

The first workload, **increasing players** lets players join over time until a maximum number of players...
### 5. Experimental setup

#### 5.3.2. Meerkat experiment workloads

A Meerkat workload consists of a collection of accesses that are submitted at a specific time. The Meerkat experiments use three different workloads. An overview of the workload parameters is shown in Table 5.4. In all experiments where a static consistency bound is used, the bound of one of the dimensions is set to a fixed value, while the others are set to infinity. While arbitrary combinations of error bounds are possible, the experiments presented here focus on the performance impact of the individual consistency dimensions.

The first workload, stress-test, evaluates the effect of the Conit model on the maximum throughput of the system. stress-test sends each node a new write as soon as it has completed processing the previous write. Because writes trigger all three consistency dimensions (in comparison to reads, which only triggers the staleness actor), this synthetic workload is the heaviest possible workload for the system. This workload is repeated 20 times for each combination of consistency bounds and number of nodes. The small bound values (0-5) have been chosen to observe scalability improvements when allowing low inconsistency in the system. The large bound values (50-250) have been chosen to observe scalability improvements when using staleness bounds that are still tolerable to players.

The second workload, increasing, increases the frequency of the writes over time. increasing sends writes with a frequency of $20 \cdot i$, where $i = 1$ at the start of the experiment, and is increased by 1 every 30 seconds. The constant of 20 writes per second is based on the Meerkat performance model, discussed in Section 4.4, where 1 player corresponds to 20 writes per second. This workload is similar to the increasing players workload used in the Minecraft scalability experiments, where additional players join over time. This workload has a duration of 1500 seconds, reaching a maximum of 1000 writes per second, or 50 players. This workload is used both in combination with a static consistency bound as well as a dynamic consistency bound. When a dynamic bound is used, the target synchronization throughput is set to 200 messages per second. This workload is executed once for each combination of consistency bound and number of nodes.

The final workload, 50-player trace, evaluates a more realistic scenario by replaying messages transmitted by a Minecraft-like game server that are recorded during the Minecraft scalability experiments using the fixed players workload, configured to connect 50 players. In the Minecraft scalability experiments, a set of emulated players connect and interact with the Minecraft-like game server. In the 50-player trace workload, each Meerkat node selects an emulated player and replays the Server-EntityPositionPacket messages this player received, by translating them into Meerkat updates. These updates are then synchronized between the multiple Meerkat nodes according to the set Dy-

---

**Table 5.4: Properties of the workloads used in the Meerkat experiments.** When the static policy is used, a fixed bound is set. When another policy is used, the bound is dynamic and a synchronization throughput target is set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Bounds</th>
<th>Synchronization throughput target</th>
<th># Nodes</th>
<th>Repetitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stress-test</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>300s</td>
<td>0-5,50-250:50</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1,2,4,8,16,32</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>increasing</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>1500s</td>
<td>0, 5</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1,2,4,8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>increasing</td>
<td>other</td>
<td>1500s</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1,2,4,8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-player trace</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>600s</td>
<td>0, 5</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1,2,4,8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-player trace</td>
<td>other</td>
<td>600s</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1,2,4,8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is reached, and observes the Minecraft server during this process. For this workload, 5 player emulation nodes are used. Each node connects 2 new players every 120 seconds. The experiment duration is 1 hour, or 3600 seconds. The join interval, combined with the duration of the experiment brings the maximum number of connected players to 300. This workload is repeated three times for each Minecraft-like game.

The second workload, fixed players, quickly connects players until a fixed amount of players has been reached. For the remaining duration of the experiment the behavior of the Minecraft-like game server is observed. For this workload, 5 player emulation nodes are used. Each node connects a new player to the server every second. The maximum number of players ranges from 25 to 300 using multiples of 25. For each combination of a Minecraft-like game and maximum number of players, the experiment is repeated 6 times.
namic Conit bounds. This scenario is similar to multiple servers communicating player locations to each other in a distributed virtual environment, which can occur when these servers share a border in a spatially-partitioned virtual world. This scenario is discussed in Section 3.3.1. Because a trace is used in which 50 emulated players connect to the Minecraft-like game server, each Meerkat node replays the position updates from \(50 - 1 = 49\) other players. This means that the workload is scaled up when using multiple Meerkat nodes; running the 50-player trace workload on four Meerkat nodes generates twice as many updates as running the same workload on two Meerkat nodes. Similar to the increasing workload, the 50-player trace workload is used both in combination with a static consistency bound as well as a dynamic consistency bound. When a dynamic bound is used, the target synchronization throughput is set to 200 messages per second. This workload is executed once for each combination of consistency bound and number of nodes.

We configure the workloads to have the following properties: all workloads consist of 100% writes with a numerical weight of 1. There is always 1 defined Conit that is affected by all updates. When applied to games, the number of Dynamic Conits will likely be in the order of the number of players. However, to keep the system simple and to better observe the behavior of the Conit model, only one is used in the workloads in this thesis.

The policies used for the Meerkat experiments are static, PM, and PM-P. These policies are discussed in Section 3. Each policy uses a sliding window size of 10 seconds to determine the current average throughput of messages. The bounds are also updated every 10 seconds. Because we are interested in which types of tuning policies work, and not in tuning the performance of the policies, these parameters are not varied in the experiments.

5.4. Environment

Distributed systems are complex, and their performance is affected not only by their design and implementation, but also by the environment in which they are deployed. This section discusses the environment in which the Minecraft-like games and Meerkat are evaluated. First, it discusses the DAS-5: the supercomputer that is used for all experiments presented in this thesis. Second, it discusses Akka\(^1\), a framework for building scalable distributed systems in Java and Scala, which is used to build Meerkat.

5.4.1. DAS-5 distributed supercomputer

All experiments presented in this thesis are performed on the DAS-5 distributed supercomputer [10]. The DAS-5 is a project of the Advanced School for Computing and Imaging (ASCI), and is funded by NWO/NCF. The DAS-5 is comprised of six clusters located throughout the Netherlands. It features state-of-the-art hardware, and offers special nodes that are equipped with HPC accelerators such as GPUs. The DAS-5 provides the opportunity for a large number of students and researchers to conduct experiments in a controlled and common infrastructure. Without such an infrastructure, researchers would need to use commercial alternatives. Researchers have no control over commercial infrastructures, and may not know the hardware and configurations that are used. This makes it more difficult for researchers to reproduce results. Furthermore, the lack of control also means that specialized hardware required for research might not be available.

A summary of the hardware used in the experiments presented in this thesis is shown in Table 5.5. The nodes in the DAS-5 are connected to both an Ethernet and InfiniBand network. In the experiments presented in this thesis, all nodes communicate using the high-performance InfiniBand connections. More details on the hardware of these nodes are available on the website of the DAS-5.\(^2\)

---

\(^1\)https://akka.io/

\(^2\)http://www.cs.vu.nl/das5/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td># cores</td>
<td>dual 8-core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>clock frequency</td>
<td>2.4 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory</td>
<td>size</td>
<td>64 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interconnect</td>
<td>network Architecture</td>
<td>FDR InfiniBand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disk</td>
<td>file system</td>
<td>network mounted storage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: DAS-5 node hardware configurations used for all experiments presented in this thesis.
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5.4.2. Akka framework

The tools available for building and debugging distributed systems are less advanced than those available for single-node systems. This means that building and debugging distributed systems is more labor intensive and error-prone. Meerkat is built on top of Akka: a framework for building scalable distributed systems in Java and Scala. Akka tries to reduce the effort needed to build scalable and reliable distributed systems. It takes care of many networking and configuration tasks, allowing the engineer to focus on the system features.

To build scalable and reliable distributed systems, Akka uses the actor model. In this model, a collection of actors run asynchronously and can be distributed across nodes. These actors perform actions based on messages they receive from other actors. Meerkat, a system built on top of Akka, provides its own actors that are run by the Akka framework. Akka routes the messages between the actors, taking care of synchronization, locating actors on the network, and serializing and deserializing these messages.

5.5. Metrics and data collection

Collecting data and measurements during the experiments is done either by using Prometheus or by using logging. Prometheus is the preferred method for collecting measurements. However, Prometheus has strict requirements on the format used for the data it must record. Only lists of numerical values (time-series data) with specific requirements are supported. Furthermore, Prometheus uses a polling approach which does not allow precise recording of when events are triggered.

Yardstick uses Prometheus for both hardware metrics, such as CPU and memory utilization, and system metrics, such as the rate of incoming and outgoing packets. Meerkat uses logging to collect data about the system itself, such as the number of participants in the Conit, the current consistency bounds, and the sending and receiving of synchronization messages. Hardware metrics such as CPU and memory utilization are collected using Prometheus.

5.5.1. Main metrics

This section discusses one by one the main metrics used to report the experiment results. An overview of the metrics that are used is shown in Table 5.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>metric collected for</th>
<th>metric</th>
<th>collected by</th>
<th>unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minecraft-like game</td>
<td>CPU utilization</td>
<td>Prometheus</td>
<td>0-n (number of cores)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tick frequency</td>
<td>Prometheus</td>
<td>numerical value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relative utilization (Section 5.5.2)</td>
<td>Prometheus</td>
<td>0-100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yardstick</td>
<td>incoming/outgoing Minecraft packets</td>
<td>Prometheus</td>
<td>count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meerkat</td>
<td>access throughput</td>
<td>Akka logging</td>
<td>messages per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sync throughput</td>
<td>Akka logging</td>
<td>messages per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>consistency area</td>
<td>Akka logging</td>
<td>numerical value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: Metrics collected in experiments. All metrics are discussed in Section 5.5.1, unless indicated otherwise.
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Figure 5.2: Conceptual overview of a Minecraft server tick. The Tick Duration denotes the time spent by the server simulating the virtual world. The Tick Wait Duration denotes the time spent by the server waiting before the next tick is started.

how much of that time is used by the server to perform the virtual world simulation step. If this value exceeds 100%, the processing takes more time than allocated and consecutive ticks are delayed. This suggests that the server is overloaded. This metric is explained in more detail in Section 5.5.2.

The Minecraft packet throughput captures the throughput of both the incoming and outgoing packets of the Minecraft server. This metric does not capture the throughput of Ethernet packets, but of Minecraft packets. These are application-level messages such as ServerEntityPositionPacket, which the server uses to indicate the position of an entity to a client, and ServerChuckDataPacket, which the server uses to communicate the layout of the virtual world to the client. To reduce the number of modifications needed to the Minecraft-like game server’s code, the message throughput is captured by Yardstick’s player emulation module.

The player update throughput is the metric used to report the results from the Meerkat experiments. It reports how many updates are accepted by Meerkat per second. These updates are part of the workload, which in a real-world scenario are caused by the players connected to the Minecraft-like game. A higher player update throughput indicates that more player updates can be processed in one second, and indicates better scalability.

The synchronization throughput is used to report the amount of synchronization between Meerkat nodes. To bound inconsistency, Meerkat needs to synchronize player updates received on one node to the other nodes. This means sending synchronization messages. This metric shows the total number of synchronization messages exchanged per second across all Meerkat nodes. Exchanging and processing synchronization packets is overhead caused by using a distributed system. Therefore, a lower synchronization throughput indicates better scalability.

The consistency area is defined as the integral of the consistency bound over time. The consistency area is computed using the trapezoidal rule, because it can be directly applied to discrete data. The consistency bound can be automatically adjusted by the dynamic bound policies described in Section 4.3.1. At any point in time, the consistency bound indicates the maximum allowed inconsistency in the system. The consistency area is captured to observe the behavior of the dynamic bound policies over time. The consistency area is equal to the average consistency bound multiplied by the duration of the experiment. Because all dynamic bound policies are compared using the same 50-player trace workload, these experiments have the same duration. This means that the consistency area is proportional to the average inconsistency, but is easier to visualize.

5.5.2. Relative utilization metric (Jerom van der Sar)

To perform scalability measurements, Yardstick defines its own scalability metric based on the server tick rate. A tick is a simulation step of a game server that corresponds to one execution of the game loop. Most commercial games use tick-based servers that simulate (or tick) the virtual world at a regular interval.

During each iteration of the game loop (also known as a server tick), Minecraft processes client packets, updates entities and the environment, and transmits the new state to clients.Ticks are started at a constant frequency, called the tick frequency, equal to 20Hz. From this, the interval between two consecutive ticks, the tick interval, can be calculated to be equal to 50ms. Ticking processing completes after a variable amount of time. The length of this period is called tick duration. Subsequently, the game loop pauses until the next tick should be started. The length of this period is equal to the tick interval minus the tick duration, and is referred to as the tick wait duration. Figure 5.2 illustrates a game tick. Here $t_s$ indicates the start time of a tick, $t_d$ indicates the start of the tick wait period, and $t_e$ indicates the end of the tick and the start of the next tick. This is a high-level model of a tick that enables...
reasoning about the performance of the game server without adding implementation-specific details. For instance, although the main operations that occur within a tick are known, the order in which these take place and the level of concurrency used depend entirely on the implementation.

From the Minecraft game loop, we determine a new metric, the relative utilization, which may be analogous to the utilization of the server process. We define the relative utilization as a fraction of the tick duration over the tick interval. Mathematically, this corresponds to:

\[
U_r = \frac{t_d - t_s}{t_e - t_s}
\]

\(U_r\) represents the relative utilization, a fraction where \(0 \leq U_r \leq 1\) under normal circumstances. \(t_d\), \(t_s\), and \(t_e\) should be interpreted as in Figure 5.2, and are measured in millisecond precision. The tick interval in Minecraft is equal to 50ms. Considering this, the formula above can be rewritten as:

\[
U_r = \frac{t_d - t_s}{50}
\]

When \(U_r\) approaches 1, the tick wait duration is low and there is little leeway for additional server load. When \(U_r\) approaches zero, little to none of the capacity of the server is used. This metric effectively allows us to determine when a server is overloaded, and when there is capacity for higher server load.

5.5.3. Akka Logging

Meerkat uses logging to perform measurements during the experiments. The logging is implemented using Akka and uses dedicated actors to process log messages. Each line that should be logged is sent to a logging actor as a message. These actors are run asynchronously run by Akka to reduce the IO wait for the rest of the system. To collect the logs in a single location, the nodes in the experiment write the logs to a network mounted disk on the DAS-5.

5.5.4. Prometheus monitoring

Unfortunately, no standardized solution exists for collecting data from a multitude of metrics in a distributed system. This gives researchers the responsibility to find, deploy, configure, and operate their own set of tools. This is a task that we grudgingly accept, but take very seriously nonetheless. In the experiments presented in this thesis, a significant amount of the measurements is conducted using the Prometheus monitoring framework\(^3\). This framework is relatively new and is comparable to systems such as InfluxDB\(^4\) and Graphite\(^5\). One major advantage of Prometheus over these other systems is that the application comes in a single binary with all its dependencies. This removes the need to install software on the nodes used for the experiments and simplifies deployment significantly.

Prometheus consists of multiple smaller applications that fulfill different roles. The main application (from here on called Prometheus) ‘scrapes’ target applications (from here on called targets), pulling data from different metrics and storing them in a single database. The targets monitor the system on which they run and offer the data this yields to Prometheus. For all experiments in this thesis, Prometheus runs on a separate node that has no other tasks than to log the data from the targets. A target runs on each of the other nodes involved in the experiment. Collecting game-specific data is possible by using the Prometheus API that allows arbitrary programs to expose data to the main application. An overview of the collected metrics can be found in Table 5.6.

Network activity is also monitored in the experiments presented in this thesis. Because Prometheus monitors the targets through networking, this may affect the measurements. Because the nodes in the DAS-5 are connected to both InfiniBand and Ethernet, we eliminate the effect these measurements have on the observed network activity by running the monitoring activities over Ethernet, while the system under test communicates internally using InfiniBand. Only the network device used by the system under test is considered in the experimental results.

\(^3\)https://prometheus.io/
\(^4\)https://www.influxdata.com/
\(^5\)https://graphiteapp.org/
Experimental results

This chapter discusses the experiments and results for both the Minecraft and Meerkat experiments described in Chapter 5. For both sets of experiments, first the goal of each set is briefly discussed, followed by the main findings and an analysis of the results. A detailed discussion of the experiment setup can be found in Chapter 5. For a complete overview of the experiments, see Table 5.1. Next, the experiment results are presented and analyzed. Not all experiment results are shown in this chapter. For the omitted results, see Appendix B.

6.1. Minecraft scalability experiments

The two goals of the Minecraft scalability experiments are to evaluate the current scalability of Minecraft-like games, and to find out if Dynamic Conits can increase the scalability of these games. The first experiment, which shows the effect of the number of players on the tick frequency and relative utilization, covers the first goal, while the latter two experiments, which show the effect of the number of players on the CPU and network usage, cover the second goal.

6.1.1. Main findings

1. Minecraft-like games scale to hundreds of players. For higher numbers of players, the tick frequency is reduced. This motivates to look for novel scalability techniques.

2. The CPU does not form a bottleneck for scalability. This motivates to reduce the load on resources other than the CPU to increase scalability.

3. Minecraft-like games transmit large numbers of packets which increase with the number of players. This motivates to use Dynamic Conits to reduce the number of messages by allowing bounded inconsistency between nodes.

6.1.2. Analysis of finding 1

Minecraft-like games scale to hundreds of players. Using the tick frequency and novel relative utilization metrics, we observe that all the evaluated games are overloaded under at least one of the workloads. In all figures discussed in this section, the color of the curve indicates the Minecraft-like game used in the experiment. We now proceed to describe this result.

Figure 6.1 depicts the tick frequency of the Minecraft server while under the increasing players and fixed players workloads. The horizontal axis depicts the number of connected players and the vertical axes depict the tick frequency. The Minecraft-like games are all configured to run at a tick frequency of 20Hz, or 50ms per tick. Figure 6.1a shows that the tick frequency from both Glowstone (blue curve) and vanilla (red curve) drops below 20Hz during the increasing players workload. The tick frequency of Glowstone drops below 20Hz when connecting 175 players or more. The tick frequency of vanilla drops below 20Hz when connecting 225 players or more. The tick frequency from Spigot is hidden behind the red curve from vanilla and is limited to 225 players. The tick frequency indicates the number of simulation steps of the virtual world per second. Decreasing this value means that the
simulation of the virtual world slows down, decreasing the overall game speed. Figure 6.1b shows that both Glowstone (blue curve) and Spigot (green curve) drop below the tick frequency of 20Hz for large numbers of players while under the fixed players workload. Glowstone drops below 20Hz when connecting 125 players or more, while Spigot drops below 20Hz when connecting 225 players or more.

Figure 6.2 depicts the relative utilization of the Minecraft-like game servers for both workloads. The horizontal axes depict the number of players connected to the server and the vertical axes depict the relative utilization. Figure 6.2a shows that the relative utilization of both Glowstone (blue) and vanilla (red) exceeds 100% during the increasing players workload. The relative utilization of Glowstone exceeds 100% when connecting 175 players or more. The relative utilization of vanilla exceeds 100% when connecting 225 players or more. The relative utilization indicates how much time within a server tick is used by the server executing the game loop. A relative utilization larger than 100% means that ticks exceed their maximum duration, delaying the execution of the next server tick. Figure 6.2b shows that the relative utilization of both Glowstone and Spigot exceed 100% during the increasing players workload. The relative utilization of Glowstone exceeds 100% relative utilization when connecting 125 players or more. The relative utilization of Spigot exceeds 100% relative utilization when connecting 250 players or more.

Combining Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 shows that the decrease in tick frequency coincides with exceeding a relative utilization of 100% for each of the Minecraft-like games. This suggests that the tick
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The CPU does not form a bottleneck for scalability. None of the games fully utilizes the CPU in any of the experiments. Figure 6.3 shows the number of utilized cores over the number of connected players for both workloads. The horizontal axes show the number of connected players, and the vertical axes show the number of utilized cores of the Minecraft-like game server node. We now proceed to describe this result.

Figure 6.3a shows the number of utilized cores over the number of players while under the increasing players workload. Between 25 and 150 players all games show a trend of an increasing CPU utilization for an increasing number of players. Between 150 and 300 players, the CPU utilization of both Glowstone and vanilla stops increasing. The CPU utilization of Glowstone (blue curve) keeps increasing until 175 players. For a larger number of players the CPU utilization decreases slowly and seems to diverge towards 8 cores. The CPU utilization of vanilla (red curve) keeps increasing until 275 players. At 300 players the utilization is slightly below the utilization for 275 players, but the variance of the utilization is increased.

Figure 6.3b shows the number of utilized cores over the number of players while under the fixed players workload. Between 25 and 150 players all games show a trend of increasing CPU utilization for an increasing number of players. Between 150 and 300 players, the CPU utilization of both Glowstone and vanilla stops increasing. The CPU utilization of Glowstone (blue curve) keeps increasing until 150 players. For a larger number of players the CPU utilization seems to be roughly constant at a value between 7 and 8 cores. The CPU utilization of vanilla (red curve) keeps increasing until 200 players. For larger numbers of players, the CPU utilization stays slightly below 8 cores.

Combining Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 shows that while the relative utilization exceeds 100% for all
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![Graph showing outgoing packet throughput on Minecraft-like game servers when varying the number of players.](image)

(a) Effect of the **increasing players** workload  
(b) Effect of the **fixed players** workload

Figure 6.4: Outgoing packet throughput on Minecraft-like game servers when varying the number of players. The markers indicate the median value, and the whiskers indicate a 95% confidence interval.

Games and continues to increase with the number of players, the number of utilized cores does not, and never reaches 32 (the total number of cores in the node). This shows that the game is spending more time on each game tick without spending additional time on the CPU. We consider three explanations for this observation. The simplest explanation is that the number of computations within a game tick is not a system bottleneck. The second explanation is that the number of computations does form a bottleneck without reaching 100% CPU utilization because the game cannot be parallelized further due to inherently sequential computations. The third explanation is that the CPU does not reach 100% utilization because the games could benefit from increased parallel processing, but are not designed to do so.

Only in the second explanation does the CPU form a scalability bottleneck. However, this explanation seems unlikely because the players emulated by Yardstick move around the virtual world without interacting with the other players. This means that their player states could be updated in parallel. If CPU is not the scalability bottleneck of Minecraft-like games, other resources must be responsible for further extending the tick duration. If the network is one of these resources, Dynamic Conits can improve game scalability because they reduce the network traffic. Allowing bounded inconsistency does require additional bookkeeping and thus additional CPU usage. However, none of the games utilizes all CPU cores and the bookkeeping required by Dynamic Conits can run concurrently with the game itself. Therefore resources are available for this bookkeeping.

### 6.1.4. Analysis of finding 3

Minecraft-like games transmit a large number of packets which increases with the number of players. All servers show an increasing number of packets sent per second until they become overloaded, at which point the servers show erratic behavior. We now proceed to describe this result.

Figure 6.4a shows the number of packets per second transmitted by the Minecraft-like game server over the number of players while under the **increasing players** workload. The horizontal axis shows the number of players, and the vertical axis shows the number of packets per second sent by the server. The number of outgoing packets per second sent by Spigot (green curve) increases until 150 players. For larger numbers of players, the variance of the number of packets sent per second significantly increases and the median values (the markers on the curve) stop increasing. The same is true for Glowstone (blue curve) after 175 players. The number of outgoing packets per second sent by vanilla (red curve) increases until 275 players. Only for 300 players does the number of packets sent per second decrease slightly.

Combining Figure 6.2a and Figure 6.4a shows that for both Glowstone and vanilla, the decrease in number of packets sent per second coincides with a relative utilization greater than 100%. The relative utilization greater than 100% indicates that the server is overloaded and cannot keep up with the workload.

Figure 6.4b shows the number of packets per second transmitted by the Minecraft-like game server
over the number of players while under the fixed players workload. The horizontal axis shows the number of players, and the vertical axis shows the number of packets per second sent by the server. All games show an increasing number of packets sent for an increasing number of players. The number of packets per second sent by vanilla (red curve) also increases with the number of players, but stops doing so after 225 players.

Combining Figure 6.2b and Figure 6.4b shows that the reduced increase in number of packets sent per second by Glowstone coincides with the game exceeding 100% relative utilization. This can be seen by the blue curve exceeding 100% in Figure 6.2b, and the change in slope in the blue curve in Figure 6.4b. The reduction in number of packets sent by Spigot also coincides with the game exceeding 100% relative utilization. This can be seen by the whiskers of the green curve exceeding 100% in Figure 6.2b, and the erratic and lower values of the green curve in Figure 6.4b. The reduction in packets sent by vanilla does not coincide with the game exceeding 100% relative utilization.

However, when combining Figure 6.3b and Figure 6.4b we observe that the reduction in number of packets sent coincides with a stagnation in the CPU utilization of the game. vanilla seems unable to use more than 8 CPU cores. This can be seen in Figure 6.3b, where for 200 players or more the red curve is very close to, but stays below, a utilization of 8 cores.

Table 6.1 shows a summary of the network activity from one of the repetitions of the fixed players workload. Most network traffic is caused by the server communicating player location data to the clients. Only packets that have a frequency of 1% or more have been included in the table. All packet names that start with ‘Server’ are sent by the server. Similarly, packet names that start with ‘Client’ are sent by the client. The first row of the table shows that 45% of the packets exchanged between the server and clients are ServerEntityPositionPacket packets. These packets communicate the location of an entity from the server to a client. The top five rows in the table show packets related to entity positioning. These packets account for almost 90% of all network traffic between the server and the clients. The location of an entity in the virtual world is not always relevant to other players, motivating efforts to research novel techniques to allow (bounded) inconsistency between players and decrease the amount of data that needs to be communicated. By defining a Dynamic Commit on the data that specifies the location of entities in the virtual world, the number of packets that need to be communicated can be reduced.

6.1.5. Discussion
The experiments in this thesis that evaluate the scalability of Minecraft-like games use a player emulation model that is part of the Yardstick benchmarking tool and is based on player movement in Second Life. However, a more accurate movement model called SAMOVAR is available based on player movement traces obtained from World of Warcraft [60]. Changing the player behavior, including player movement, could affect the workload on the server and the number of players that it can support. To realistically simulate player behavior, more is needed than an accurate player movement model. Real players of Minecraft-like games are likely to modify the virtual world, which is a feature that other games (such as Second Life and World of Warcraft) do not offer. Changing the virtual world requires additional communication, and likely increases the amount of ServerBlockChangePackets and ServerMultiBlockChangePackets transmitted by the game.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>packet name</th>
<th>frequency</th>
<th>percentage of total size</th>
<th>average packet size</th>
<th>σ</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>25pc</th>
<th>50pc</th>
<th>75pc</th>
<th>max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ServerEntityPositionPacket</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServerEntityHeadLookPacket</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServerEntityPositionRotationPacket</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>31618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServerEntityVelocityPacket</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>63744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServerEntityTeleportPacket</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServerEntityMetadataPacket</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>62696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClientPlayerPositionPacket</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServerEntityStatusPacket</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServerSpawnObjectPacket</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>62236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServerPlayBukkitSoundPacket</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>31618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServerChunkDataPacket</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>31643</td>
<td>9323</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31066</td>
<td>31080</td>
<td>31613</td>
<td>251826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServerMultiBlockChangePacket</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServerBlockChangePacket</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31614</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Network packet distribution for vanilla experiment with 200 players using the fixed players workload.
Similar to entity locations, modifications to the virtual world are not always relevant to other players, motivating efforts to research novel techniques to allow (bounded) inconsistency between players and decrease the amount of data that needs to be communicated. Dynamic Conits reduce the amount of network traffic by allowing bounded inconsistency between nodes. This would affect the number of ServerBlockChangePackets, ServerMultiBlockChangePackets, and ServerEntityPositionPackets because these packets are used to update the state of the game at the client. Dynamic Conits can also be used to reduce the number of ServerChunkDataPackets. These packets are used to communicate the state of the virtual world to the clients. These packets are retransmitted each time a client connects, even if this client was recently connected to the server. If a Dynamic Conit is defined that is affected by changes to the virtual world, clients could request only those updates from the server, instead of the complete state of the virtual world. In cases where a client has not connected to a server for a long period of time, the client has likely missed many updates. Here communicating merged updates or the state of the virtual world might be more efficient. This motivates researching the combination of such techniques with Dynamic Conits, as introduced in Section 3.2.

Both experiments experienced problems when connecting players to the servers. During the experiment running the increasing players workload, Spigot regularly disconnected or refused some of the players that tried to connect. This explains why the green curve in the figures that visualize the increasing players workload does not continue until 300 players: this number of players was never reached before the end of the experiment. During the experiments running the fixed players workload, the join interval was set at 1 second. This short interval was problematic for all of the Minecraft-like game servers. All servers occasionally took longer than 1 second to inform Yardstick that the new player was connected. However, if the server does not respond in time, Yardstick considers the attempt to let the new player join as failed, sending a Disconnect packet to the server. Such packets seem to be ignored by the server while the player is still logging in (and thus not officially connected). This results in the player still connecting to the server eventually, but being considered failed, and thus left idle, by Yardstick. In future experiments this interaction between Yardstick and the Minecraft-like games should be improved to have more control over the (number of) connected players.

6.2. Meerkat experimental evaluation

From the results presented in the previous section, we conclude that there is ample room for improvement of the scalability of Minecraft-like games. The Minecraft scalability experiments show that the games scale to hundreds of players. The CPU is never fully utilized, but the network utilization of the games are high, and continues to increase with the number of players. To reduce the network utilization of these games, we propose a novel technique: Dynamic Conits. Dynamic Conits allow bounded inconsistency between nodes, reducing the amount of synchronization required. This section evaluates Meerkat, a prototype system that implements Dynamic Conits, in two steps.

The goal of the first two experiments is to evaluate the impact of different consistency bounds of the traditional Conit model on update throughput and synchronization throughput. A higher update throughput indicates that a higher number of updates can be processed in the same amount of time. The Conit model can increase the update throughput by reducing the frequency of synchronization. For Minecraft-like games, increasing the update throughput can mean increasing the number of events the game can process in a single tick. If the number of events per time unit is constant, a higher update throughput can reduce the tick duration, reducing the relative utilization.

The goal of the remaining experiments is to evaluate the features of the Dynamic Conit model, and their ability to improve the performance of Minecraft-like games. Specifically, the experiments focus on dynamically changing Dynamic Conit bounds, and the effect of letting new nodes join a system under heavy load. Limiting the amount of synchronization messages by dynamically changing consistency bounds can prevent Minecraft-like games from exceeding 100% relative utilization. This can allow the game to scale to a larger number of players at the cost of increased inconsistency.

6.2.1. Main findings

1. Using Dynamic Conits’ bounded inconsistency can double the number of supported players.

2. Using Dynamic Conits’ bounded inconsistency can significantly decrease the amount of synchronization between nodes.
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Figure 6.5: Effect of staleness and numerical consistency bounds on update throughput. The top of the bars indicate the median value, and the whiskers indicate a 100% confidence interval.

3. Dynamically changing the Dynamic Conit bounds can prevent high workloads creating large numbers of synchronization messages, and can reduce inconsistency under low workloads.

4. Adding new nodes to a Dynamic Conit during high workload can cause system stalls.

5. Dynamic bound policies can control how much consistency is reduced and how much consistency is lost.

6.2.2. Analysis of finding 1

Setting higher consistency bounds using Dynamic Conits’ bounded inconsistency can double the number of supported players as calculated by Meerkat’s performance model discussed in Section 4.4. This is a promising result for Minecraft-like games because it suggests that Dynamic Conits can also significantly increase the maximum number of players supported in Minecraft-like games. We now proceed to describe this result.

Overall, Figure 6.5 shows that the system throughput or number of supported players can increase significantly while keeping the consistency bounds low, limiting the amount of inconsistency. This is a promising result for Minecraft-like games, because large inconsistencies could decrease the experience of players, and would thus not be a viable solution to scale these games. We now discuss each sub-part of Figure 6.5 in turn.

Figure 6.5a shows the throughput or number of players supported by Meerkat as a function of the number of nodes and the staleness bound. The horizontal axis shows the number of nodes sharing the Dynamic Conit, and each group shows a number of staleness bounds. The bound of 50ms corresponds to Minecraft-like games; this is because these games synchronize every tick, and their tick duration is 50ms. The horizontal axis shows the number of updates per second processed by Meerkat. It also shows the corresponding number of players based on Meerkat’s performance model, where each player provides a workload of 20 messages per second. The figure shows that higher staleness bounds significantly increase the throughput or number of players supported by the system. The effect of the increased staleness bound is greater for a larger number of nodes. When using 2 nodes (left group) the number of players increases from roughly 600, when using a consistency bound of 50ms, to roughly 1000, when using a consistency bound of 250ms. When using 4 or 8 nodes (middle and right group, respectively), a staleness bound of 250ms achieves more than 2 times the throughput, compared to a bound of 50ms. This is a promising result for Minecraft-like games, because delays of 250ms still allow player actions without negative impact on gameplay experience [17].

Similarly to Figure 6.5a, Figure 6.5b shows the throughput or number of players supported by Meerkat. The Figure is of the same type as Figure 6.5a, except the numerical error bound is used instead of the staleness bound. Here, there is no Minecraft-like game equivalent, because these games
do not use numerical error bounding. We analyze this figure in two steps. First, we analyze the behavior observed when sharing the Dynamic Conit with 4 nodes (the middle group) and 8 nodes (the right group). Second, we analyze the behavior observed when sharing the Dynamic Conit with 2 nodes (the left group).

The middle and right groups in Figure 6.5b show a Dynamic Conit shared between 4 nodes and 8 nodes, respectively. When sharing a Dynamic Conit with 4 nodes, the same throughput is observed for any numerical error bound between 0 and 2. When a numerical error bound of 3 is used, the throughput increases. Similar to a numerical error bound between 0 and 2, using a numerical error bound between 3 and 5 results in equal system throughput. This is expected behavior, because the synchronization behavior for a Dynamic Conit with a numerical bound is not only determined by the value of this bound, but also by the number of nodes sharing the Dynamic Conit. The numerical error bound specifies how many writes may be unseen by any node. If a Dynamic Conit is shared with 4 nodes, then for each node there are 3 other nodes that may have seen writes the 4th node has not. Therefore, with a numerical error bound of 3, each node can accept 1 update without synchronizing, while guaranteeing the consistency bound. However, if a numerical error bound of 2 is used, accepting 1 update without synchronizing can cause the consistency bound to be exceeded. This means that, if 3 nodes share a Dynamic Conit with a numerical error bound of 2, each node must synchronize every update it receives immediately. This effectively rounds the numerical error bound of 2 down to 0. Similarly, for a Dynamic Conit shared between 8 nodes (the right group), no increase in throughput is observed when increasing the numerical error bound. This is because all numerical error bounds shown in Figure 6.5b are effectively rounded down to 0. For a Dynamic Conit shared with 8 nodes, all numerical error bounds lower than 7 are effectively rounded down to 0. See Section 3.4.2 for more details on this behavior.

The left group in Figure 6.5b shows a Dynamic Conit shared between 2 nodes. When sharing a Dynamic Conit with 2 nodes, the behavior of the numerical error bound is more intuitive. A numerical error bound of 0 (black bar) corresponds to synchronizing every update with the other node immediately, a numerical error bound of 1 (dark green bar) corresponds to synchronizing with the other node every 2 updates, and so on. Comparing these bars shows that a numerical error bound of 1 doubles the throughput to 10000 updates per second. Further increasing the numerical bound shows diminishing returns, as can be seen from the sub-linear increase in bars in the left group. However, a numerical error bound of 4 results in a throughput that is more than three times higher than the throughput observed when using a numerical error bound of 0. This is a promising result for Minecraft-like games, because low inconsistency can significantly increase the throughput. For instance, a player that sees another player building a structure in the distance may not be interested to receive updates about every change made to that structure. Here, a numerical error bound between the client and the server can be used to synchronize only every three or four updates.

6.2.3. Analysis of finding 2
Setting higher consistency bounds significantly reduces the number of synchronization messages exchanged between nodes at the cost of increased inconsistency. This is a promising result for Minecraft-like games because it can reduce the amount of synchronization between servers and clients. For our analysis, we focus on the application of Dynamic Conits between servers, as described in Section 3.3.1. Although Minecraft-like games currently do not have distributed server setups, this is likely to change in the future because all state-of-the-art MMOGs use such setups. We now proceed to describe this result.

Figure 6.6a shows the number of synchronization messages per second exchanged by the nodes as a function of the number of nodes and the staleness bound. The horizontal axis shows the number of nodes sharing the Dynamic Conit, and each group shows a number of staleness bounds. The vertical axis shows the number of synchronization messages per second. Note that the vertical axis uses a logarithmic scale. Comparing synchronizing every update as soon as it arrives (black bar) with synchronizing updates once every 50ms (dark green bar) shows that Minecraft-like games, which communicate once per 50ms, already reduce synchronization significantly compared to systems that use strict consistency. But Dynamic Conits can reduce the amount of synchronization further. For instance, a Minecraft-like game running on 8 nodes would exchange close to 1000 messages per second to synchronize updates (right group, dark green bar). When using a staleness bound of 250ms, this synchronization can be reduced to roughly 200 messages per second (right group, light gray bar).
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Figure 6.6: Effect of staleness and numerical consistency bounds on synchronization message throughput. The top of the bars indicate the median value, and the whiskers indicate a 100% confidence interval.

Similarly to Figure 6.6a, Figure 6.6b shows the number of synchronization messages per second exchanged by the nodes. The figure is similar to Figure 6.6a, except that a numerical error bound is used instead of a staleness bound. Here, there is no Minecraft-like game equivalent, because these games do not use numerical error bounding. The number of synchronization messages exchanged is much higher than in Figure 6.6a, because the numerical error bound that is used is low. Because this experiment uses the stress-test workload, the most intensive possible workload, the number of synchronization messages is also high. When sharing the Dynamic Conit across two nodes (left group), the numerical error bound can significantly decrease the amount of synchronization messages exchanged between the two servers. The bars show a linear decrease in height. Because the vertical axis has a logarithmic scale, this means the linear increase in numerical error bound exponentially decreases the number of synchronization messages between the nodes. When running the Dynamic Conit on 4 or 8 nodes, the small numerical error bounds have little effect. This is consistent with the results shown in Figure 6.5b and the Dynamic Conit performance model described in Section 3.4, which describes that a numerical error bound becomes less effective when increasing the number of nodes.

Figure 6.6 shows the number of synchronization messages exchanged between nodes for a varying number of nodes, using multiple staleness and numerical error bounds. The result shows that the consistency bound can be used to control the number of synchronization messages. This is a promising result for Minecraft-like games, because it gives the game developer the tools to quantify how much consistency must be reduced to lower the synchronization overhead.

6.2.4. Analysis of finding 3

Dynamically changing the Dynamic Conit bounds can prevent high workloads creating large numbers of synchronization messages, and can reduce inconsistency under low workloads. We now proceed to describe this result.

Figure 6.7 shows the player update– and synchronization throughput in Meerkat when running the increasing workload on two nodes while using a fixed numerical error bound of 5. This workload is completely synthetic and the configuration can be compared a scenario where two servers run a distributed virtual world and share their data. Each server is connected to an increasing number of players. For this workload, the static bound of 5 is not enough to keep the number of synchronization messages low. The horizontal axis shows time. The vertical axis shows the player update– and synchronization throughput in messages per second in the top figure, and the numerical error bound in the bottom figure. The number of player updates increases over time, which can be seen from the upward
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Figure 6.7: Meerkat throughput when using a fixed numerical error bound of 5 during the increasing workload.

Figure 6.8: Meerkat throughput when using the dynamic PM numerical error bound during the increasing workload.

slope in the blue curve. The number of synchronization messages is proportional to the number of player updates because a static bound is used. Therefore the green curve also has an upward slope. From this workload, it can be seen that the number of synchronization messages will only increase with the number of players, generating an increasingly large overhead. This can be prevented when using dynamic consistency bounds.

Similar to Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8 shows the player update– and synchronization throughput in Meerkat when running the increasing workload on two nodes. This workload is completely synthetic and the configuration can be compared a scenario where two servers run a distributed virtual world and share their data. Each server is connected to an increasing number of players. Instead of a static consistency bound, the PM policy is used to configure the numerical error bound dynamically. The PM policy has been configured to keep the number of synchronization messages below 200 per second. Initially, the synchronization throughput (green curve) increases with the player update throughput (blue curve), but when the set limit is reached (red line) the PM policy increases the numerical error bound from 0 to 1 (blue curve in bottom figure). Because the workload keeps increasing (blue curve in top figure), the PM policy keeps increasing the numerical error bound (and decreasing consistency between nodes) to prevent the synchronization throughput from exceeding 200 messages per second. This result is promising for Minecraft-like games because it enables the games to keep overhead limited while scaling to larger numbers of players. However, in practice the numerical error bound is limited because the inconsistency may not decrease player experience.

Figure 6.9 shows the behavior of Meerkat when running the 50-player trace workload on two nodes while using a fixed numerical error bound of 5. The horizontal axis shows time, and the vertical axis shows the player update– and synchronization throughput in the top figure, and the numerical error bound in the bottom figure. Contrary to the increasing workload, the 50-player trace workload reduces in intensity over time. This results in both the player update throughput (blue curve) and synchronization
throughput (green curve) decreasing over time. Because of the static numerical error bound of 5 (blue curve in bottom figure), the synchronization throughput is below 200 messages per second for almost the entire duration of the experiment.

Similar to Figure 6.9, Figure 6.10 shows the behavior of Meerkat when running the 50-player trace workload on two nodes. The horizontal axis shows time, and the vertical axis shows the player update– and synchronization throughput in the top figure, and the numerical error bound in the bottom figure. Instead of a static bound, the PM policy is used to configure the numerical error bound dynamically. Because the workload is low, the PM policy can decrease the numerical error bound below 5 (blue curve in bottom figure) without exceeding 200 synchronization messages per second (red curve in top figure). Because the workload decreases over time, the PM policy further decreases the numerical error bound over time, increasing the consistency between nodes. This is a promising result for Minecraft-like games because it means that the games do not constantly have to be inconsistent; some Dynamic Conits can have a default bound of 0, only increasing that bound when the workload becomes more intense.

Combining Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.10 shows the stabilizing behavior of the PM policy. This policy shows opposite behavior for the two workloads. The increasing workload shows an increasing number of updates over time. To keep the number of synchronization messages stable over time, the PM policy increases the Dynamic Conit bounds over time, decreasing both the number of synchronization messages exchanged between Meerkat nodes and the consistency between nodes. Exactly the opposite happens for the 50-player trace workload. Here the PM policy decreases the consistency bounds over time, increasing both the number of synchronization messages exchanged between Meerkat nodes and the consistency between nodes.
6.2.5. Analysis of finding 4
Introducing new nodes during high workloads can cause system stalls. Under high workloads, many updates are processed by all nodes. When a new node is added to the Dynamic Conit, it contacts the other nodes in the Dynamic Conit to exchange updates such that the system stays consistent within bounds. Because many updates are being processed by all nodes, the current Dynamic Conit nodes are flooded with updates from the new node when it joins the Dynamic Conit. Because updates are processed individually, nodes need to first process all synchronized updates before accepting new updates. This can cause a system stall. In Minecraft-like games, such a scenario can occur when a new client connects to a server. The server has likely processed many updates before the new player connects. The client then has to process all synchronized updates before the player can start the game. This is a strong motivation to support merged updates or communicating data in the Dynamic Conit model. We now proceed to describe this result.

Figure 6.11 shows Meerkat system throughput under the stress-test workload on 4 nodes with and without the wait mechanism. The wait mechanism causes nodes to only start accepting updates after they are connected to all other nodes in the Dynamic Conit. Without the wait mechanism, nodes accept updates while connecting to the other nodes. The horizontal axes show time, and the vertical axes show message throughput in messages per second. In both Figure 6.11a and Figure 6.11b, the update throughput (blue curve) is unstable. However, with the wait mechanism, the throughput always stays above zero, whereas without the wait mechanism, the throughput halts completely after roughly 60 seconds. After roughly 240 seconds the synchronized updates been processed and system activity is resumed.

Figure 6.12 shows the Meerkat system throughput under the stress-test workload on 16 nodes with and without the wait mechanism. Similar to the experiment run on 4 nodes, running stress-test without the wait mechanism causes a system stall. This can be seen in Figure 6.12a, where the update throughput (blue curve) drops to zero after roughly 75 seconds. The stall takes more than 225 seconds, which means the system remains blocked for the remainder of the experiment.

6.2.6. Analysis of finding 5
Dynamic Conits’ dynamic bound policies can control the consistency of the system and the number of synchronization messages exchanged between nodes. This is a promising result for Minecraft-like games because it gives game developers the mechanisms to control the consistency and synchronization throughput that are best for the game and the type of data communicated. We now proceed to describe this result.

The performance of the policies is compared using the actual synchronization throughput, the syn-
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Figure 6.13: Meerkat throughput when using the dynamic ADMI policy during the 50-player trace workload.

Figure 6.14: Meerkat throughput when using the dynamic PM-P policy during the 50-player trace workload.

chronization throughput target, and the inconsistency area. The inconsistency area is the integral of the allowed inconsistency in the system over time. We compute this integral using the trapezoidal rule because it maps directly to discrete data. Because all dynamic bound experiments use the same 50-player trace workload, they have the same duration. This means that the consistency area is proportional to the average inconsistency, but is easier to visualize.

Figure 6.13 shows the 50-player trace workload using the ADMI policy (described in Section 4.3.1). The horizontal axes show time. The top vertical axis shows the throughput of both updates and synchronization messages. The red line indicates the target throughput for synchronization messages. The bottom vertical axis shows the numerical bound that is set by the policy. The ADMI policy’s smallest bound increase is 50, which does not work well for this low workload; a bound of 0 is too strict, but a bound of 50 is too high. The resulting behavior is oscillation, resulting in a total inconsistency area of 15000 over the complete experiment (blue area).

Figure 6.14 shows the 50-player trace workload using the PM-P policy (described in Section 4.3.1). The figure is of the same type as Figure 6.13, except the PM-P policy instead of the ADMI policy. This policy tries to predict the workload using linear regression on the workload of the last ten seconds. The performance of this policy is better than that of the ADMI policy. The number of synchronization messages (green curve) is closer to the target (red line), and the total inconsistency area is an order of magnitude smaller than that of the ADMI policy on the same workload.

Figure 6.10 shows the 50-player trace workload using the PM policy (described in Section 4.3.1). This policy calculates the required consistency bound for the current workload using the performance model described in Section 3.4. It outperforms both the ADMI policy and the PM-P policy on the 50-player trace workload. The number of synchronization messages (green curve) is closer to the target (red line), and the inconsistency area of 1420 is the smallest of the three policies (blue area).
Although the PM policy is the clear winner in this case, different behavior might be visible for other workloads. While a comprehensive comparison of these policies is out of scope of this thesis, the differences in their behavior show that different methods for controlling the inconsistency in the system and synchronization messages is possible.

6.2.7. Discussion

The results presented in this chapter show that the value of error bounds have a significant impact on the number of supported players, but increasing the numerical error bound has the most impact when the number of nodes sharing the Dynamic Conit is low. Sharing Dynamic Conits with few nodes matches the application to Minecraft in which Dynamic Conits are shared between server-client pairs.

The Dynamic Conit bound experiments show that the number of synchronization messages can be kept stable by changing the consistency bounds. In practice, to prevent decreased user experience, an upper bound on the consistency bounds must be set. This means that Dynamic Conits allow the game scalability to stretch with the number of players, but only up to a certain point.

Scalability improvements using bounded order error are not evaluated because of technical difficulties. Even when using a simple commit algorithm as discussed in Section 4.2.3, the implementation turns out to be non-trivial.
Conclusion and future work

The gaming industry is a young but very large industry, generating more than 20 billion dollars in revenue in 2016 in the United States alone [23]. To appreciate the scale of this industry, consider that the total box office revenue\(^1\) in 2016 in the United States was less than 12 billion dollars [46]. This large revenue is only possible because of the large number of people that buy and play video games.

While games provide amusement for millions of people, games are also used for other important purposes. Games that are designed with a purpose other than entertainment are called serious games. Serious games can be used for societal goals such as training professionals [69] and treating trauma patients [29, 45] by simulating real-world scenarios, and educating people by presenting content in an immerse form [2, 51, 53, 57].

The large population of gamers enables the growth of the game industry, but also poses challenges for game developers. One of these challenges is that players want to play together with friends, share experiences and meet new people. To meet these challenges, researchers look for novel techniques to create fresh content at a massive scale [32] and increase the performance of games and game platforms to scale games to massive numbers of players [33, 42, 62]. Increasing the scalability of games is an active topic of research.

Minecraft is a game that can be used both for amusement and as a serious game. It can do this because of a novel feature that allows players to modify the entire virtual world. A large Minecraft modding-community has evolved online, modifying the game even further and sharing custom-built worlds and games built within Minecraft itself. Additionally, Microsoft acquired Mojang, the developer of Minecraft, for 2.5 billion dollars in 2014 [1] and has released an education edition of Minecraft that is used in primary schools to teach a variety of subjects such as history, anatomy, digital logic, and economics using custom Minecraft worlds [2].

Unfortunately, the large scale of the industry does not match the scalability of Minecraft. It is difficult to scale games to millions of players, which are the number of players in popular MMORPGs, and Minecraft’s modifiable world poses additional, novel, scalability challenges. Because of Minecraft’s unique modifiable environment, massivizing it is a challenge. In games, only dynamic data is communicated between players. Static content such as textures (the paint on a player’s weapon or tool) and models (a building or vehicle) is stored locally on the player’s device. Dynamic content, such as player behavior (e.g., movement, combat) and its consequences (e.g., finding an item, gaining experience points) has to be communicated between players. Minecraft features a virtual environment that is completely modifiable by players, which means that more data is dynamic, and has to be communicated between players.

Our goal is to enable massive amounts of players to explore Minecraft’s virtual environments to explore, create, and learn. This thesis makes several contributions to this end.

---

\(^1\)The revenue from selling tickets in movie theaters.
7.1. Main contributions
This section discusses the main contributions in this thesis, and how these contributions address the research questions posed in Chapter 1.

How to assess the scalability of Minecraft-like games? (RQ1)
To improve the scalability of Minecraft-like games it is important to understand the scalability bottlenecks of these games. However, no benchmarks exist to assess the scalability of these games. This thesis designs and uses Yardstick, the first distributed-large scale benchmark for Minecraft-like games. The thesis evaluates the scalability of three popular Minecraft-like games using Yardstick. The development of Yardstick and the evaluation of Minecraft scalability continues as a separate project under the Opencraft umbrella and is lead by Jerom van der Sar.

Using Yardstick we find that Minecraft-like games scale to hundreds of players. When the server cannot handle the number of connected players the tick frequency of the server drops below its intended value and the relative utilization, a novel scalability metric, exceeds 100%. Minecraft-like games use concurrency, but CPU utilization does not form the bottleneck for the scalability of the game. We find that servers of Minecraft-like games transmit a large number of packets that increases with the number of players. The application of Dynamic Conits could reduce the number of packets transmitted by Minecraft-like game servers by allowing bounded inconsistency between nodes.

How to adapt the Conit consistency model to apply to Minecraft-like games? (RQ2)
The Conit model allows bounded inconsistency between nodes in a distributed system. The Conit model balances generality and practicality. To keep the model general, it does not consider system properties such as the network layout or system dynamics such as the change in connected nodes or dynamic workloads. In principle, the Conit model can be applied to the servers in a distributed virtual environment, but a number of limitations prevent it from being applied to real-world systems.

In this thesis, we design a new consistency model called Dynamic Conits that is based on the Conit consistency model and can be applied to Minecraft-like games. This is the first attempt to modify the Conit consistency model such that it applies to games.

The Dynamic Conit model differs from the original Conit model by supporting additional mechanisms.
1. Dynamic Conits can change their consistency bounds at runtime, adapting to dynamic workloads.
2. Dynamic Conits support optimistic consistency, remaining highly available, but synchronizing updates as soon as consistency bounds are violated.
3. Dynamic Conits can be created or removed during runtime, allowing bounded inconsistency to be enabled or disabled for new players and servers that join the system.
4. Dynamic Conits can be multi-hop, a mechanism to create a network of Dynamic Conits, forming a new logical network over the distributed system. This allows the use of Dynamic Conits without requiring all-to-all communication.

We also conjecture that a mechanism to transfer data instead of updates is needed to bootstrap new nodes in a network. How this mechanism should work and what the effects are on the consistency guarantees are left for future work.

How to design a system that improves the scalability of these games? (RQ3)
This thesis uses the KISS principle to reduce the amount of complexity introduced in the system design phase. Because building distributed systems is labor intensive and error-prone, it is important not to introduce additional complexity where it is not needed. To this end, Meerkat uses multiple simple algorithms and single-purpose components to implement the Dynamic Conit model.

To keep Meerkat generic and applicable to Minecraft-like games, the system is designed to synchronize updates based on incoming accesses. This means that the game has to inform Meerkat of which Dynamic Conits to create and how to configure the allowed inconsistency for each of these Dynamic Conits. Because Meerkat is responsible for synchronizing data across nodes, the game does not have to know about how updates are synchronized.
Meerkat is a system that implements the Dynamic Conit model. Nodes that run a Meerkat instance connect to each other and synchronize data between each other with bounded inconsistency. Using policies that dynamically update the consistency bounds, Meerkat enables system maintainers to control the scalability/consistency trade-off in the system.

**How to evaluate such a system experimentally? (RQ4)**

The Dynamic Conit model is a consistency model that allows bounded inconsistency between nodes. Because implementing the Dynamic Conit model in practice introduces a number of technical challenges, we evaluate its scalability improvements by building a prototype system, avoiding further challenges introduced by combining the Dynamic Conit model with an already existing Minecraft-like game.

We evaluate Meerkat using real-world experiments. Because no large scale traces of Minecraft workloads are publicly available, the experiments use a combination of synthetic workloads and trace-based workloads obtained from Yardstick. The stress-test workload is synthetic and is the heaviest possible workload for Meerkat. We use this workload to evaluate possible improvements in the system throughput when using Dynamic Conits. The 50-player trace workload is a trace-based workload created from the outgoing server traffic of a Minecraft server while hosting 50 players. This workload is used to evaluate the reduction in synchronization messages when using static and dynamic consistency bounds. The experiments are run on the DAS-5, a distributed super computer for computer science research designed by the Advanced School for Computing and Imaging [10].

This is the first evaluation of scalability improvements for Minecraft-like games using the Conit or Dynamic Conit model. We find that low consistency bounds greater than zero can significantly improve system throughput. This means that throughput can be improved without introducing large inconsistency between nodes, motivating the use of Dynamic Conits. For any static consistency bound, a workload exists that causes the system to exchange many synchronization messages. Using dynamic consistency bounds this can be prevented by increasing the consistency bounds under high workloads and decreasing the consistency bounds under low workloads. We also find evidence for the need of a data transfer mechanism. Exchanging large amounts of updates at once can halt the processing of new updates, freezing the system. How to combine such a mechanism with Dynamic Conits is left for future work.

### 7.2. Future work

This thesis is part of the ongoing Opencraft research project. Opencraft aims to massivize Minecraft-like games, bringing entertainment and education to millions of people around the world. This thesis, Meerkat, and Yardstick are products of the Opencraft project. However, Minecraft-like games do not yet support millions of players; there is still work to be done. This thesis presents a number of promising results for Minecraft-like games. Building on these results, we identify three research directions that can be explored. These are discussed below.

#### Realistic player behavior

The experiments using the 50-player trace workload give insight in the scalability improvements of using Dynamic Conits, but this is a trace based on structured player behavior. In future work, it would be interesting to test these policies with more diverse traces from Minecraft. For instance, traces from popular Minecraft servers, education servers, or modified servers may show different player behavior. This might lead to changes in update propagation, possibly changing the effect of using Dynamic Conits.

We conclude that 45% of Minecraft packets transmitted by the Minecraft-like game server is caused by sending entity position data. However, using more realistic workloads can give different results, because the players interact with the virtual world by placing and removing blocks, starting redstone simulations, or setting off chain reactions. Intuitively, these dynamic activities are also communicated between players using other types of packets, reducing the relative frequency of the entity position data packets.

#### Evaluating other Dynamic Conit mechanisms

The findings in this thesis give insight into how Dynamic Conits can be applied to Minecraft-like games. However, Meerkat is a prototype system that cannot be directly applied to games. There are still a number of modifications that need to be designed, implemented, and evaluated before the full
benefits of applying Dynamic Conits to games can be assessed. In this thesis, we conclude that policies that change Dynamic Conit bounds at runtime can keep the number of synchronization messages low. However, a number of Dynamic Conit mechanisms are not evaluated in this thesis. Furthermore, the novel mechanisms defined in the Dynamic Conit model are not comprehensive; additional mechanisms may be required to efficiently apply Dynamic Conits to Minecraft-like games.

The experiments presented in this thesis use a mix of the strict consistency and optimistic consistency settings from Meerkat. The stress-test experiments use strict consistency because it provides an inherent rate-limiting system that would have to be implemented separately when using the optimistic consistency. The other Meerkat experiments use the optimistic consistency setting. Future research could look at how often the consistency bound would be exceeded when using the optimistic consistency setting.

Meerkat supports nodes and Dynamic Conits being added to the system at runtime by using Conit-Info messages that communicate Dynamic Conit information to other nodes. In practice, new nodes constantly join the network. These nodes could be either servers that are started to handle increased workload, or clients from players that start the game. New nodes can either create a new Dynamic Conit with other nodes, or join an existing Dynamic Conit. This thesis concludes that the wait mechanism is not sufficient to prevent synchronizing large numbers of updates from freezing the system in practice, because nodes cannot be forced to join the system during the initial setup. Currently, the Dynamic Conit model does not provide a solution to this problem. This thesis suggests transferring a snapshot of the system state or merging updates as possible solutions, but evaluating these solutions is left to future work. Additionally, evaluating the overhead of creating and removing large numbers of Dynamic Conits in real-world systems can teach us more about the overhead of using Dynamic Conit to synchronize data between nodes.

The classic Conit consistency model assumes all-to-all communication between the nodes that share Conits. In MMOGs, this behavior is undesirable because not all nodes share the same data, and the large number of nodes in the system. Most commercially successful games work via a server-client model. Compatibility between Dynamic Conits and the client-server model increases the applicability of the model. To this end, this thesis proposes to extend the Conit model with the multi-hop feature. Multi-hop Conits is the notion that only a subset of the nodes in the network share a particular Dynamic Conit. By overlapping the nodes that share Dynamic Conits, updates can be propagated from one Dynamic Conit to the next. This allows synchronization between nodes that are not directly connected to each other over multiple hops. Multi-hop Dynamic Conits are a conceptual contribution. Evaluating the effect on the consistency bounds and technical difficulties are left to future work.

**Combining the Dynamic Conit model with a Minecraft-like game**

The next step for the Opencraft project is to combine the Dynamic Conit model with a Minecraft-like game. This thesis designs and evaluates Meerkat, the first system that implements the Dynamic Conit model. Meerkat is a prototype system that evaluates the scalability improvements when using the Dynamic Conit model and its mechanisms. The thesis concludes that Dynamic Conits can reduce the communication required between nodes in a Minecraft-like game, improving its scalability.

Combining the Dynamic Conit model with a Minecraft-like game allows evaluating the scalability improvements in a more realistic scenario. Furthermore, it exposes potential technical concerns, such as the implementation difficulty of the various Dynamic Conit mechanisms. The resulting scalable Minecraft-like game can be further used as a research platform, facilitating the evaluation of other novel scalability techniques for Minecraft-like games.
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Appendices
A Minecraft-like game configurations

A.1. Vanilla configurations
A.1.1. server.properties

```
#Minecraft server properties
#Thu Jun 15 08:09:40 CEST 2017
spawn-protection=2
max-tick-time=60000
generator-settings=
force-gamemode=false
allow-nether=true
gamemode=0
broadcast-console-to-ops=true
enable-query=false
player-idle-timeout=0
difficulty=0
spawn-monsters=true
op-permission-level=4
announce-player-achievements=true
pvp=true
snooper-enabled=false
level-type=LARGEBIOMES
hardcore=false
enable-command-block=false
max-players=500
network-compression-threshold=256
resource-pack-sha1=
max-world-size=29999984
server-port=25565
texture-pack=
server-ip=
spawn-npcs=true
allow-flight=true
level-name=mcpworld
view-distance=8
resource-pack=
spawn-animals=true
white-list=false
generate-structures=true
online-mode=false
max-build-height=256
```
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A.2. Spigot configurations

A.2.1. server.properties

```yaml
# Minecraft server properties
# Thu Jun 15 08:03:12 CEST 2017
#Minecraft server properties
generator-settings=
op-permission-level=4
allow-nether=true
level-name=world
enable-query=false
allow-flight=false
announce-player-achievements=true
prevent-proxy-connections=false
server-port=25565
max-world-size=29999984
level-type=DEFAULT
enable-rcon=false
force-gamemode=false
level-seed=
server-ip=
network-compression-threshold=256
max-build-height=256
spawn-npcs=true
white-list=false
spawn-animals=true
snooper-enabled=true
hardcore=false
resource-pack-sha1=
online-mode=false
resource-pack=
pvp=true
difficulty=0
enable-command-block=false
player-idle-timeout=0
gamemode=0
max-players=500
spawn-monsters=true
view-distance=10
generate-structures=true
motd=A Minecraft Server
```

A.2.2. bukkit.yml

```yaml
# This is the main configuration file for Bukkit.
# As you can see, there’s actually not that much to configure without any plugins.
# For a reference for any variable inside this file, check out the Bukkit Wiki at
# http://wiki.bukkit.org/Bukkit.yml
# If you need help on this file, feel free to join us on irc or leave a message
# on the forums asking for advice.
# IRC: #spigot @ irc.spi.gt
```

settings:
  allow-end: true
  warn-on-overload: true
  permissions-file: permissions.yml
  update-folder: update
  plugin-profiling: false
  connection-throttle: 0
  query-plugins: true
  deprecated-verbose: default
  shutdown-message: Server closed

spawn-limits:
  monsters: 70
  animals: 15
  water-animals: 5
  ambient: 15

chunk-gc:
  period-in-ticks: 600
  load-threshold: 0

ticks-per:
  animal-spawns: 400
  monster-spawns: 1
  autosave: 6000

aliases: now-in-commands.yml

database:
  username: bukkit
  isolation: SERIALIZABLE
  driver: org.sqlite.JDBC
  password: walrus
  url: jdbc:sqlite:{DIR}{NAME}.db

A.2.3. spigot.yml

# This is the main configuration file for Spigot.
# As you can see, there’s tons to configure. Some options may impact gameplay, so use
# with caution, and make sure you know what each option does before configuring.
# For a reference for any variable inside this file, check out the Spigot wiki at
# http://www.spigotmc.org/wiki/spigot-configuration/
#
# If you need help with the configuration or have any questions related to Spigot,
# join us at the IRC or drop by our forums and leave a post.
#
# IRC: #spigot @ irc.spi.gt ( http://www.spigotmc.org/pages/irc/ )
# Forums: http://www.spigotmc.org/

config-version: 11

settings:
  debug: false
  save-user-cache-on-stop-only: false
  item-dirty-ticks: 20
  user-cache-size: 1000
  timeout-time: 60
  restart-on-crash: true
restart-script: ./start.sh
bungeecord: false
int-cache-limit: 1024
sample-count: 12
netty-threads: 4
player-shuffle: 0
attribute:
  maxHealth:
    max: 2048.0
  movementSpeed:
    max: 2048.0
  attackDamage:
    max: 2048.0
late-bind: false
filter-creative-items: true
moved-wrongly-threshold: 0.0625
moved-too-quickly-multiplier: 10.0
messages:
  whitelist: You are not whitelisted on this server!
  unknown-command: Unknown command. Type "\help" for help.
  server-full: The server is full!
  outdated-client: Outdated client! Please use {0}
  outdated-server: Outdated server! I’m still on {0}
restart: Server is restarting
commands:
  tab-complete: 0
  replace-commands:
    - setblock
    - summon
    - testforblock
    - tellraw
log: true
spam-exclusions:
  - /skill
silent-commandblock-console: false
stats:
  disable-saving: false
  forced-stats: {}
world-settings:
  default:
    verbose: true
    item-despawn-rate: 6000
    merge-radius:
      item: 2.5
      exp: 3.0
    arrow-despawn-rate: 1200
    mob-spawn-range: 4
growth:
  cactus-modifier: 100
  cane-modifier: 100
  melon-modifier: 100
  mushroom-modifier: 100
  pumpkin-modifier: 100
  sapling-modifier: 100
  wheat-modifier: 100
  netherwart-modifier: 100
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A.3. Glowstone configurations

A.3.1. glowstone.yml

# glowstone.yml is the main configuration file for a Glowstone server
# It contains everything from server.properties and bukkit.yml in a
# normal CraftBukkit installation.
#
# For help, join us on Discord: https://discord.gg/TFJqhsC
server:
  ip: ''
  port: 25565
  name: Glowstone Server
  log-file: logs/log-%D.txt
  online-mode: false
max-players: 500
whitelisted: false
motd: A Glowstone server
shutdown-message: Server shutting down.
allow-client-mods: true
snooper-enabled: false

console:

use-jline: true
prompt: ‘>’
date-format: HH:mm:ss
log-date-format: yyyy/MM/dd HH:mm:ss

game:

gamemode: SURVIVAL

gamemode-force: false
difficulty: PEACEFUL
hardcore: false
pvp: true
max-build-height: 256
announce-achievements: true
allow-flight: false
command-blocks: false
resource-pack: ‘’
resource-pack-hash: ‘’

creatures:

enable:

monsters: true
animals: true
npcs: true

limit:

monsters: 70
animals: 15
water: 5
ambient: 15

ticks:

monsters: 1
animal: 400

collections:

plugins: plugins
update: update
worlds: .

files:

permissions: permissions.yml
commands: commands.yml
help: help.yml

advanced:

connection-throttle: 0
idle-timeout: 0
warn-on-overload: true
exact-login-location: false
plugin-profiling: false
deprecated-verbose: ‘false’
compression-threshold: 256
proxy-support: false
player-sample-count: 12
metrics: true
metrics-server-uuid: d48fc677-3296-44b3-b079-1ae74a1e42c2
gpgpu: false
gpgpu-use-any-device: false
run-glowclient: false
extras:
  query-enabled: false
  query-port: 25614
  query-plugins: true
  rcon-enabled: false
  rcon-password: glowstone
  rcon-port: 25575
  rcon-colors: true
world:
  name: world
  seed: ''
  level-type: DEFAULT
  spawn-radius: 16
  view-distance: 8
  gen-structures: true
  allow-nether: true
  allow-end: true
  keep-spawn-loaded: true
  populate-anchored-chunks: true
  classic-style-water: false
  disable-generation: false
database:
  driver: org.sqlite.JDBC
  url: jdbc:sqlite:config/database.db
  username: glowstone
  password: nether
  isolation: SERIALIZABLE

A.3.2. worlds.yml

general:
  sea_level: 64
overworld:
  coordinate-scale: 684.412
  height:
    scale: 684.412
    noise-scale:
      x: 200.0
      z: 200.0
  detail:
    noise-scale:
      x: 80.0
      y: 160.0
      z: 80.0
  surface-scale: 0.0625
  base-size: 8.5
  stretch-y: 12.0
biome:
  height-offset: 0.0
  height-weight: 1.0
  scale-offset: 0.0
  scale-weight: 1.0
  height:
    default: 0.1
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```
flat-shore: 0.0
high-plateau: 1.5
flatlands: 0.125
swampland: -0.2
mid-plains: 0.2
flatlands-hills: 0.275
swampland-hills: -0.1
low-hills: 0.2
hills: 0.45
mid-hills2: 0.1
default-hills: 0.2
mid-hills: 0.3
big-hills: 0.525
big-hills2: 0.55
extreme-hills: 1.0
rocky-shore: 0.1
low-spikes: 0.4125
high-spikes: 1.1
river: -0.5
ocean: -1.0
deep-ocean: -1.8
scale:
default: 0.2
flat-shore: 0.025
high-plateau: 0.025
flatlands: 0.05
swampland: 0.1
mid-plains: 0.2
flatlands-hills: 0.25
swampland-hills: 0.3
low-hills: 0.3
hills: 0.3
mid-hills2: 0.4
default-hills: 0.4
mid-hills: 0.4
big-hills: 0.55
big-hills2: 0.5
extreme-hills: 0.5
rocky-shore: 0.8
low-spikes: 1.325
high-spikes: 1.3125
river: 0.0
ocean: 0.1
deep-ocean: 0.1
density:
fill:
mode: 0
sea-mode: 0
offset: 0.0
nether:
coordinate-scale: 684.412
height:
scale: 2053.236
noise-scale:
x: 100.0
z: 100.0
```
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detail:
  noise-scale:
    x: 80.0
    y: 60.0
    z: 80.0
  surface-scale: 0.0625
end:
coordinate-scale: 684.412
height:
  scale: 1368.824
detail:
  noise-scale:
    x: 80.0
    y: 160.0
    z: 80.0
Experimental results

B.1. Minecraft scalability experiments

Figure B.1: Additional experimental result: Minecraft incoming bytes throughput under the increasing players workload and fixed players workload.

Figure B.2: Additional experimental result: Minecraft outgoing bytes throughput under the increasing players workload and fixed players workload.
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Figure B.3: Additional experimental result: Minecraft incoming packets throughput under the increasing players workload and fixed players workload.

Figure B.4: Additional experimental result: Minecraft memory usage under the increasing players workload and fixed players workload.
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Figure B.5: Additional result from experiment 6.2.2. The top of the bars indicate the median value, and the whiskers indicate a 100% confidence interval.

Figure B.6: Additional result from experiment 6.2.3. The top of the bars indicate the median value, and the whiskers indicate a 100% confidence interval.
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Figure B.7: Additional experimental result: using static bound of 0 on increasing workload on 2 nodes.

Figure B.8: Additional experimental result: using ADMI policy on increasing workload on 2 nodes.

Figure B.9: Additional experimental result: using PM-P policy on increasing workload on 2 nodes.
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Figure B.10: Additional results from experiment 6.2.4. The effect of a numerical bound of 0 on the synchronization throughput running the 50-player trace workload on 2 nodes.

Figure B.11: Additional results from experiment 6.2.5. The effect of the wait-mechanism on system throughput using the stress-test workload and a varying number of nodes.